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~111aI1t)' S ~E~tIV'~.tl{3lls 
~~~iana's ~I~~s 
:~quia~.c~"s ~e~in.~ 11rlo nts 





~laudah Etluiana, a we11= .own leader of t~~ Afro♦~3riton e~n~unity in late 
eighteenth-~centt~ry England, lived a dual life. By birth he was i~can; however he was 
"English" enough to associate within key political circles. The inclusion of an African into 
English society was very unusual in the late 1'~~Qs. His ethnicityy i~lstea~ off' being a barrier, 
proved beneficial when lobbying far the end of the Atlantic slave trade. E~uiana's 
experiences and s#:ata~s, saeit~-economic and political, separate hun from the rnajarity of 
eighteenth-century ~nen. very few rnen were as worldly, or as co~cur~.itted to social and 
political change, as Ec~uiana. In rr~.ny regards Equiana was a product of his tines. However, 
Equiano was also a visionary, He knew that his story could sway public opinion. In 1'89 he 
published his menla ~r, ?'he .interesting 11Tarrative of the 1 ~e of ~~audah ~qu~ano, o~ Gustavus 
~'assa, the .~fr~eat~, written ~~r ~Imse~I Equiana was also a very shrewd businessman. He 
sold his autobio~~aphy through subscription to defray the e~pe~a~se of printing. 
Equianc~ was the voice of Africa, seeking an end to the Atlantic slave trade, an 
en~bakrrassing chapter ~► history that was particularly xneaaa~ngfui to Ecluiano. He was 
kidnapped from the ~gdom of Benin in 1 ?5~ at the age of eleven. He wanted to illurt~inate 
and hunlani;~e the slave trade. Equiano was advocating persurjal freedom not political 
freedom fc~r his Afxican brethren. Equiano's inspiration cane from►. his tribal background*
religious conversi©n, and the growing abolition community in England in the late eighteenth 
century. His unique position as a leader in the Afro-Briton canimunity ~. London in the last 
I Q~audah Equiano, 7~ .interesting 11~anrative of the life o~'alaudah Equiano, or Gustavus T~a~ssa, the 
~Ifricar~ written b}r .~"itnse~ Vol. 2, L+~ndon, l?`89. 
2 
quarter of the eighteenth century allo~vved him. to act as a liaison on behalf of his peers. 
Equiano also utilized his knowledge of native African tribal custan~~s and religion, his 
friendship ~~th abolitionists, and his firsthand experience of the trade to e:alighten audiences 
all over England. 
Equiano desired a quick end to the Atlantic slave trade. his rnen~air and letters show 
a heartfelt desire to encl a system that destroyed his fa:~ily. Equiano wanted a speedy 
resolution to spare others the pain and sorrow he endured. Equiano's motivations are not 
always clearly stated in the sketchy records that exist; however, one can note that Equian© 
did publish several editorials and rebuttals in mwajor ~.ondan newspapers expressing his 
opinion. Equiano and his s can contemporaries connnanded the respect of the Quakers and 
other white abolitionists. Equiano also derived n~.oral and financial support form other 
canten~poraneous .~.fricans, Ignatius rancho, Ukawsa~v +~'rro~nisaw, and C~ttabah Lugano.2
These ~nen joined a growing abolition movement initiated by the American Quakers ~. the 
early 1 ~+~Os. ~aneho, Lugano, and Ltronnisaw, each authors in his own right, never gained the 
popularity of Equiana. Equiano's background and outstanding con~umunication skills made 
him the ideal spokesman for the Afro-British ca~unity in the closing decades of the 
eighteenth century. 
2 Paul Edwards and David Dabydeen., Black Writers in B'r~tair~ 1' 7~0-~~'90 (~Ed~nburgh :Edinburgh 
University Press, t X91 }. Edwards and Daydeen devoted chapters to each of these men. sanehc~'s fetters were 
publish€d posthumously in ~ ~8~, 24. I-te was educated by the Duke of Ntonatgu as a teen; however, his early 
good fort~me did not last. Gronniosaw, also known as Jarr}es Albert, wrofie his autobiography, A 1Yarrative of 
the Remarkable ~''articulars in the fife of James ~Ihe~t ~T~~rwsaw Cronnaosaw, ~n ,~,~rica~n Prince, Written by 
1~tmse~ 7. H1S ~lfe 1S eerily S11n~l~I' to Equk'tiio'S. Lugano, also known as John Shirt, also wrote about his 
experiences in, oughts ar~d S`entirnents on the ~'vil and Wicked Tra~~c of the Slavery and Commerce of tlae 
.human Species, 3}. His conversion to Christianity strengthened his resolve to fight against the shave trade. 
Lugano was a friend o~Equiano and an original subscriber to Fquiano's memoir. see also Folarin Shyllon's 
Black .~'eople in Britain 1 SSS-~'13.~3 ~~ndon, I~ew fork, and Ibadan: t~ford University Press, 1 ~~7}. shyllon 
also provides a succinct bit~graphy an Equiano. 
Previous studies of Equiano have focused on his contribution to eighteenth-century 
Angla-~~3rit~sh l~.terature, h:i~ extraordinary adventures, or h:~s lack of Credibility. 
Unfortunately, scholars in the past three decades have focused on the latter two. Werner 
Bettors, a noted historian and writer, recently published a comprehensive volume focusing ©n 
Equiano's accon~plish~nCnts and literary criticism of ~ n}emoir.~ Robert Allison and 
Vincent Carre~tta have reproduced the most authentic versions of the memoir since 1980.' 
I-Iowever, most of Carreita's recent publications regarding Equiano eve been negative. In 
his 1999 article, "~laudah Erluiano or Gustavus ~V'assa`? New Light on an eighth--Century 
Question of Identity," Carretta denies Equiano's A►.frican heritages S. E. t~gude, too, 
att+~mpted to discredit Equiano in her literary critique of ~ n~en~oir.~ James ~walvin is a 
leading scholar of Equiano's a~ccomplis~n~ents.7 ~Valvin has published nearly a doyen books 
regarding EcluianQ and the Atlantic slave trade. Two hundred years after Equiano's death 
scholars Continue to debate his role in history. 
~' Werner Sollors, ed., T die Interesting .11~arratiUe of Dlaudah ~quiano, r~r ~rusta~us Yassa, the ~fricar~ 
written by .~irnself (New York and London: w. w. Norton ~ Company, 2QOo}. This compilation includes 
literary criticism, deviations between editions of the memoir, a chronology, and copies of setters written by 
Equiano. 
`~ Vincent Carret~., Dlaudah ~guiano: T ~e Interesting .l~arrative and Dtlier ~'ritin,gs 'New 'Fork: 
Penguin ~►ooks, 1995). Carretta's based his wok on the original n~ernoir. Robert Allison, ed., the Interesting 
narrative ,~f the Lr~e of ' Dlaudah .~g►uiano written 8y .~i~nself Boston and Nevv ''fork: Bedford gooks, 1995}. 
Allison, unlike C~arretta, edited the American version of the memoir. 
~ Vincent Carretta. "Cjlaudah Equsano or Gustavus Vasa? New Light ~ an Eighth-Century ~estion 
of Identity," Sl'ave~^y and A,~olition: A .lournal of Slave and post `lave Societies ~I~ecem~er 1999}: 9b~ 105. 
~ ~.~. Clgude. "Facts into Fiction: Equiano's Narrative Revisited," .research in African American 
Literatures 13.1 spring 1982, 31-x. 
James walvin has written the following works that include references to Equiano: .131ack Ivory: A 
I~tstory o,~,$ritish Slavery, (London: Fontana Press, 1992}; Britain's glove Empire, (Stroud, Gloucestershire 
and Charleston, South Carolina: Tempus, 200}; An African 's Life: ~''he Life and ~'irnes o_ f 'Dlaudah ~quiano, 
.174-1 ?9~ London and New'~ork: Cassell, 1998}; Englaru~ ,Slaves and Freedom, .l7?61838 New York: 
1VIacMillan Press, 198~~ and Slavery and' .8riti.sh Satiety ~` ~~'f MI8~6 (Ncw ''S~ork; N.IaclWiillan Press, 1982}. 
walvin a prolific researcher has published othor historically signift~tt works not dealing with the slave trade. 
Specif c references to each book will be included in the body of this work. 
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quiano's real achievements a~~e the v~~rritten docu~.eut$ he lei bel'~ind. His na~emoir 
continues to provide +dues into his life. As a historical record, the memoir requires further 
evaluation. How reliable was ~quiano in his descriptions of his horr~e life and travels? 
Historians are tr~~ined skeptics, and therefore, have t4 rely an quia~.o's ~rne~noir to piece 
together h1s intenti4nS and a~tlons is precarl.4us. Lucl~i.ly, there are a few newspaper 
accounts anal p+~rs©nal correspondence to help fill ~ some ofthe voids. ~'he focus ~►fth~s 
thesis is on the rate quiano played in the abolition of the ~►.t~tic slave trade. 
the anti-slave trade and antz-slavery tracts written by ~quiar~o's En~~ish 
~contempor~ries provide a great deal of insight into the political, social, anal religious motives 
of the abolitionists. `I'hon~a.s ~larl~son, James Ramsey, and John ~'~V'esley each contributed to 
the growing public awareness ca~rnpaigns begun in the 1.7~`~s, 'V~illi~ ~ilberfc~rce's debates 
and. speeches made in ~'arlian~.ent show the comn~.itment of a nun~.ber of weh-~cor~nected 
p+olitici~* .A. large body of pru~~ evidence, by eighteenth century standards, ~ beer► 
preserved by the British Library and Society of Friends Library, both i.n Londt~n.g 3.~ue to age 
and lass some n~.aterial~s~, eviden+~e will need to be supplemented by rn©dern bi.stax~ccal and 
scientific resources. 'Hae following chapters will rely heavily on Equiano's writings, as they 
are the only reliable sources available. His memoir provides the only info~tian regarding 
his childhood. ~c~nt~ernporary travel accounts, diaries and n+~wspapers help to hll some of the 
vc~ids. .~►.ntht~ny Bene~zet's ~`~trrc Historical account a, f C'uine~r its Situatra~ ,Pro~uc~, ar~d tote 
g't'here is a relatively urge collection of aboliti©nisi papers and letters in London's various libraries; 
however, relative few cif these s©urces ~nentitm Equiano by name. ~'he blic record ~ffiee in I~ew houses 
important naval records taring F,quiano to numerous ships; therefore, lending +credibility to his memoir. 
Surprisingly, the United States holds two distinguished +call+~ctions of British maker papers at Haverford 
allege and Ih~l~e University. Parliamentary retards from the eighteenth century have be~i published and 
provide credible evidence of the popularity of abc►lition in England. ~quiano's will and ether f nancial records 
can be found ~ ~a~nbrigeshire. 
~enera~' ~is,~osition of its ~nh~r~itants with an Inquiry into the Rise rxn~ ~''~o~ess of the slave 
I`ra~e ~ 1'~BS~ provides apro--abolitionist view of ~~'rica and the damage dan~ by European 
traders." ~.d~ity rect~rds, baptismal records, and fetters provide a chronc~~agy of 
Equiano's activities until his naanu~aaission. ~,t which point his association with abo~.tianists 
~becona.es +critical because there %s little evidence of his actions betv~reen the late 17~~s and 
earlyl7$~s. fetters to newspaper editors provide clues into Equiano's n~otivatiQns.'°
t~f all the studies prev~.ously written regarding Equiano's effort to abolish the slav+~ 
trade, nt~ author has fa►cused on Equiano's contributions to the abolition n~ve~rnent, and mare 
importantly his impact on public oph~n, This is surprising, c©nsidering his disti~~;uished 
career as an abolitionist. Equiano's success in enlightex~~ng the public to the tragedy of the 
trade cones from. firsthand observations. perhaps ~ thesis l~~cs not been e~tplored because 
s+~holars dc~ nat feel Equiano deserving of an intellectual analysis. .~.nother reason this 
approach ~zs not been e~plor~ed is likely due to lack of documentation. `~`he amount o~ 
surviving literature and papers fra~n the eighteenth century is lirn.ited, at best. 
The eighteenth century is well known for the revolutions in England, prance, Haiti, 
and ~~erica, and an evolution in thaught3 the Enlightenment. ~.iberty and freedom were 
rallyha~g cries heard ~n England, prance and the A►xnerican colonies in the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century. The .~►,.~nerican Revolution had little impact on Equiano, directly. The 
French ~.ev©Iution, however, bad n~re i~nn~ediate affects. ~axti's 1'~~ 1 slave reval# was a 
~ .~►.nthony t3en~zet, ed., S►ome mast©r~ca114cc©unt of Guinea its S~tuat~'d~ .~'rod~ce, ana~ tie +Gener~rl 
Dis~►osition of ats ~nha~iitants with an Inquiry into the .use rxnc~` I"x~o~ess of the Slave ~ra~e (London: Frank 
Cass & +~o. LTA, 19~8~. ~enezet was an .~ne~ican ~~u~aker wl~o helped support the genesis of the I~d+c~n 
abolition +Committee. 
xo vin~cent ~Ca~roeta has published twenty of Equianoa s persan~.l lett~sJeditc~rials. 
tin~.ely ruder that the n~sl~eat~~nent ofpeople over time nay result in repercussions. ~'he 
British gover~a ~aent fearing sin~.ilar acts cu~rfi~,iled radical political activities, and many 
activists Tike Thos hardy, a friend ©f Equ.iano's, were charged with treason. ~ ~ Equiano, 
h~.~nself, di~►appears in l ?94. 'There is no dQc~n~entation to tie E~uiana to the French. 
Revolution, but it was not uncommon. for abolitionists to be connected with radical politics. 
the Enlightenment was an outgrowth of the seventeenth century when hun~can rights 
and dignity were cha}lenged durj~.g t~~e +~loryous Revd lutic~n ~. Britain. '~Jhile pr~narily an 
intellectual n~r~venaent the enl~ghtenxnent also had social and. political implications. 1Vlost 
n©tably the Bbl +~flZ.igl~ts, in 1 X89, provided fc~r basic political rights for properly owners. 
R.evolutiona~ry politics and the Enlightenment produced new societal concerns. 
~'he en~rgence of a new socao-ecc►nomic class with~a English society in the n~id 1 ?~~s 
ushered in an era of social responsibility. `his new middle class, a by-product of the 
industrial revolution, quick~.y dea~~anded rights previously reserved far the upper classes.' 
.~►.s the new strata gamed wealth and prestige, they. also beca~~ne politically conscious and 
socially active. ~~y members of abolition societies also sought tc~ reform educati©n and the 
penitentiaries. several ofEquiano's contacts were members of this wly emerged noddle 
class. 
Ecluiana was not alone %n his mission t~ abolish the Atlantic slave trade in the lest 
quarter of the eighteenth. century. Eclu~ian© earned ~. great deal of respect fro~rn his British 
canten~poraries: Granville Sharp, Mamas Clarkson, J~a~nes Ramsey, and w`illia~n 
} 1 Th~nas ~~ardy was later acquitted of these Charges. 
~a J. ~. ~lld~eld, Popular Politics and ~8ritish ~~i-~S~'avery; .h~obill~txtion a, f Public f~pirtion 
against tla~ Slave ~"rade~ (~v~Canchestex and New 'ark: h~ancheste~ U~niv~rsity Press, 199~~, ?-16. t~ldf e1d 
comments c~ the grass routs level e#~arts of the middle class in Britain to gain poiiticaj re~~. 
Wilberforce, ~ ~ Together these yen and other l~.ke minded individuals conquered the Atlantic 
slave trade gin. l Sol. The t~u,akers were quickly joined by other protestant faiths in their 
str~~ggles against the slave trade and slavery itself. while England was not the genesis of t~~e 
slave trade or abolition conunittees, the English were, however, ~trst to end involvement in 
the Atlanti+~ slave trade. 
The C~uakers are a religious sect down for theme social and political activis~rn. 11~ost 
~~akers were devoted to peaceful resolution of the slave trade. ~owev~er, a nu.n~ber of 
naen~.bers, like Robert Wig, ~uiano's one time master, owned slaves. The few adherents 
who did own slaves were encouraged to emancipate them. Equiano befriended numerous 
C~uakers dur~.ng the activist stage of ~ life, the 17~os and 17~os. 
~n I787 the London Abolition ~ou~ttee formed to address abolition of the Atlantic 
slave trade. ~4 ~~uiano was never an official member, possibly due to his ethnicity, though he 
relied heav~.ly on. the support of these ~nen. while this is not an essay on. racism, segregation 
did exist in eighteenth-century England. ~'he success of the early abolitionists is due in part to 
the support of the Afro-~rlton connnunity, ~~e African presence in London at this time was 
very sn~.all and e~ajct numbers are difficult to ascer~k~~in. 
An important distinction needs to be made between abolishing slavery versus the 
Atlantic slave trade. ~~uiano and the abolition societies in the late eighteenth century were 
~~ ~'rranville Sharp ~a.s an entre~pr~eneur, philanthropist, and cr~~sa,der for human rights. He is best 
known for his work in the Somerset case in ~ 7'72. James R.a~nsey was a protestant minister who spent much of 
hiss adult life serving in the west Indies, t-Ie later wrote about the horrors he witnessed. '~oma.sClarkson 
devoted his life to abolishing the slave trade. William Wilberforce, like ~lax~son, was a committed t4 ending 
the uns~~~~kable deeds assoeiate~l with ia~ding humans as Comno~odities. Wilberforce used his political 
connections, ~1~  his friendship with William Pitt, the Pie minister, to in~rodu.ce legislation banning the 
slave trade. 
~4 This or~;~nization with henceforth be known as the LAC. 
trying to end the latter. 'VU"hen the British ~~~ers organ~~ed the ~r:~t co~~nr~.ittee in ~ "~$3 to 
address the issue of human bondage, they ch+~►se to .ght the system. rather t~~an the i~lstitutioo. 
The minutes of the London Abolition Con~n~ittee founded in l 78? first pa~~sed a resolution to 
end the save trade, not slavery. ~ s ~o~ne members wanted to end the institution of slavery 
and erx~.ancipate all slaves i.~ ~.ediately. Several business•-savvy rne~mbers pointed out that 
without mar~.ets slavery would cease to e~:i~t on its own, essentially eli~rninating two 
probler~~s with. one so lutian. The abo ~ition process in England la:~ted t~ve~y yeaa~s, from. 
l ?87-1$~0'~. ~qu'~o died a decade pric►r to its resolution. 
To fully appreciate the obstacles th~~t Equi~ano had to overco~re . his life one f~.rst 
needs to understand his background. ~laudah Equiano, also Down by his given Eure►pean 
n~arne Gustavus '~assa, was born an oboe in the kingdan~ of Benin in l'7~5, present day 
Nigeria. At age eleven. he was kidnapped and sold into slavery. By 17+~~ he earned enough 
money to purch~ his freedom. The majority t~f his adult life was spent at s~~a. e~p%ring the 
globe. ~quiano, according to his memoir, visited the easten~.lvlediterraneax~ caa~~t Qf 
vene~uela, a:r~d was part of a voyage headed to the rTorth Pole. He devoted the last decade of 
h:is life to fight~g for the abolition of the slave trade. 
~quia~o vvas one of the for~~:~r~ate Africans enslaved in the eighteenth centl~.ry. ~e 
was only enslaved for a decade and was educated during that tune. Captain ~#~chael henry 
l."ascal allowed a ship ha~.d named ~.ichard Barer to teach ~~quiano to r~rad. Literacy 
provided ~uiano with an outlet far his opinions aid f ~ustrations rega~rdir~g the slave trade. 
Barer and Pa~~al also introduced Equiano to Christianity. The mess shown to E~qu~iano 
}sB~tish Library: ~~c~ ~~'~. ~ 1 X54. mute Book of the ~+ammittee for the Abal~tion of the Slave 
Trade, 17$x'-~ ~. 78$. 
during his tinne in slavery dues not din~inislx the fact that he vas take~x as a child for profit. 
He chase to turn his anger into positive action. ~qu~`~ano's rnen~air proved to be an invaluable 
tool for the Landon abolition cam~u~r~ity. '~►~~ile Equiana was neat the first .~►,fro~~ritish 
writer to publish his account of slavery, he was the most con~~nnercially successful. ~e was 
tl~e fairst African writer to conquer bath sides of the Atlantic, with. large readership in both. 
~ireat Britain and the united Mates. ~quiant~ provided readers with ~ r~ew perspective an the 
slave trade, a view franc amide the dehuman~~ing world of slave~~y. 
~~.s thesis seeks to den~anstrate that Ecluiax~o, despite turbulent tines, followed his 
conscience and fought for the abolition of the nave trade. ~y focusing on ~quiano's 
childhood, close a:~sociates, religious i~a .uences, and his writings, it becomes apparent that 
his life experiences shaped his beliefs and inspired hixn to crusade against the slave trade. ~e 
in turn was encouraged by friends and foes alike. The pro-slavery planters publishing tracts 
defending the slave trade n~ativated ~quiana as much as, if not mare than, the abolitionists to 
end the system. that devastated the lives of many Africans. 
It will be spawn in the subsequent chapters that ~quiana was indeed i~~sPired by the 
dissenting religious groups and their anti-abolition counterparts. Equi~~na's work constituted 
a substantial contribution to the abolition m►avement. This thesis is organized in tine 
fallowing rx~~nner: a discussion off' external factors that influenced ~quiana, culminating in 
the publication of his nnexnair in 1 x'89. Proving the c~a~talyst ft~r the campaign to abolish tl~ 
Atlantic slave trade, a topic fi~.rther discus~~d in chapter two. Equiano's allies in the abalrtian 
mave~nent are examined in chapter three. without the aid of t~~e C~uakers and other socially 
canciaus people the slave trade would likely have ccnntinued indefinitely. chapter four is 
devoted to the internal factors that motivated ~qu;~aino: the people, places and events teat 
1 i! 
were particularly n~.eaningful to hi~rn. These are the ite~r~s he wra►te about in his rne~noir, o#len 
in great length; there fare, +one can presume they were important to l~quiano . Chapter five 
u~~ll discuss the publication of T Interesting Ntxrr~rti~e. Concluding rer~~arks are found in 
chapter sip, 
The discussion cif tribal, religious, and to a lesser degree, p+~litiral. and intellectual 
trends in chapter two places l~quiana 3n the frarnewor~ of the l~nlighteranent. l~quiano's 
tribal heritage was vet impar#:ant to hirn. lie was a number of the l~boe, an igbo spealking 
group fraxn pre~~ent day Nigeria. The Ebc~an noram~s and rituals greatly i~ uenced l~quiana, 
Etluiano was not ar~~ly influenced by his African upbringi~r~g, but also by Christianity. The 
t~u~ers, ethadists, and the Church af~ngland all had ~nena~.bers supp€~rting abolition. 
1V1any historically irn rtant political and intellectual figures were also concerned with the 
slave trade. The goal of abolisl~ang the slave trade was the canr~nbn denominator, The 
impact each group had on l~~quiano's desire to end the slave trade ~w~ll be explored in this 
chapter. 
~~e ca~nc~paign to abolish the grade will be explored in much greater detail in chapter 
three. when l~quianc~ settled in l~r~ndan in 178as he began to a te editorials and letters 
regarding abolition. ~~uiano was on a one Haan crusade to end the .Atlantic slave trade; 
instead he was cane of many cancer d citizens. Where was indeed strength. in numbers. 
Abolitionists an both sides of the Atlantic wor~.ed tirelessly for nearly three de~c~ades before 
their dreams became reality. This chapter will focus on the ef.~orts of the Mandan .bolition 
comna.ittee aad the propaganda campaign initiated in the 178as. Parliament in 1 ?87~-88 began 
to debate the abolition of the Atlantic slave trade, too. The petition drives in 1788 and 17g~ 
den~.anstrate the popularity of abalxtion. 
~~ 
The fourth chapter focuses on Equiano's defining moments, and key individuals in 
his life. ~~e following events will explored: his kidnapping in 175, his baptism in 
Landon in 1 ~'~~, his introduction to education, his ~nanun~ission in 1 i7't~f, his near death. 
experience in Sava~h, Georgia, the . ng incident in 1'~~3, the denial of his request to 
return to Afxica as a ~siouary in the 178os, the dis;~strous Siena Leone resettleuaent project 
in 1'7~~5'~, and the publication. ofthis nzen~.oir in 17~~. These major events helped tv► define 
Equiano's persc►nality and motivate him to speak out agai~3st the Attic slave trade. Each of 
these events was ~~ritten about in great detail in Equiano's ~~n~o ir; therefore, one can 
presume they were important to Equiano. 
chapter eve reveals Equiano's coi~~mitment to resolving of the slave trade through 
words, his n:~ernoir had a huge impact on the abolition rnoven~.ent in England, America, and 
continental Europe. This chapter reexamines the impact the i~en~oir had on the abolition 
nlovexnent in the final decade ofthe eighteenth cen~t~ry. The readership den~.og~aphics, 
impact of the memoir on society, and Equiano's personal gains will be discussed. 
concluding remarks will be included in chapter six. T`he abolition of the Atlantic 
slave trade ~►ccurred a decade aver Equiano's death in l 8Q?. Equiana's con~m.itixient to 
abolition continued until his death and the memoir h~.s been used by abolitionists on both 
sides of the .Atlantic since its publication in 17$9~. .As an eighteenth +century English~rnan, 
.African, a visionary, a leader, and a family nian, Equiax~o was naar►y things to an y people 




t~laudah Equiano was a celebrated crusader for Africans rights during ~. particularly 
brutal chapter in Atlantic history, the eighteenth. century. The Atlantic slave trade devastated 
the lands and people of western Africa between the ~#leenth and nineteenth. centuries. 
Equiano v~~as motivated to address the slave trade problem because he knew the 
cc~n~equences ofthe slave trade. At age eleven he was kidnapped by European slave dealers 
and sold into slavery. His ~sthand experience and his fluency in English. rx~ade him an ideal 
spokesman for the aboliti~rn~st's cause, Equiano was motivated by nun~.erous external farces: 
his tribal background, the {~uakers, other Protes~:ant faiths, acid to a lesser extent the political 
and philosophical debates in England ~. the 1'7oas. 
Equiano vvas greatly i~~luenced by his African roots and his religious conversion. 
The political and philosophical trends of the day had little direct uuence on Equiano, and 
therefore require n~i~a:imal coverage. That is not to say that politics and philo saphical ideas 
are irrelevant. Equiano benefited from tl~e changes in policy and thought, but these factors 
are not crucial to understanding Equiano's motivations. 
The recent trend to discredit Equiano b~~.sed on a birth certificate found in youth 
faro T.ina ~ drawn attention away from the contributions Equiano made in his lifetime. 
Equiana's heritage l7as recently became an area of intention between scholars.' Vincent 
Carretta, a renowned scholar of Equiana, declared in his 1 ~~~ article that Equiano was not 
African, but from "~arolina" a~ stated in the baptismal record in fit. l~a~~garet's church, 
~ The only reason this is being included to acknowledge the issue and to defend the argument that 
Equiana vvas motivated by his African roots. 
l~ 
~westminster.~ 'his controversy bas been blown out of proportion. "~~ere are several l+agical 
explarxations for the baptism. ~estn~inster was the political hub of London and baptising an 
.African slave was not deemed socially or politically acceptable in the mid 17o0s. Another 
plausible explanation is Equiana's owner, Michael Henry Pascal, thought he was front the 
Cart~linas. Since Ec~uiano was unable to verbally communicate ~ Pa~~cal, he may have 
shnply assun~.ed Equiano was born in the American colonies. ~►~hi.le Carretta's claims 
continue to be debated this author, respectfully, disagrees and will continue under the 
presumption that E~u.iano is an Ewe fr©m present day i~igeria. 
his religious conversit~n h:~spired his campaign for equalYty and his rne~noir. Religion 
was an important factor in daily life in England. great ~rita~n, unlike any other country, bad 
a state sanctioned church, but tolerated other faiths. In eighteenth century England those who 
broke away from the Anglican Church were laded dissenters. Many of these individuals 
were part of the new n3iddle class. 
Tie Quakers, a dissenting group, were the initial catalyst in ending the slave trade and 
eventually slavery itself. ether Protestant groups, especially Methodists, also became vocal. 
supporters for abolition in the 1'~7os-17'9os. The state sanctioned Anglican Church was a 
virtual nonentity in the abolition n~ove~ctent in England, 4 .Activity among the dissenting 
gr~aups ~ncrea:~ed in the late ~'~oos, particularly amongst those v~ith political or ref©arm 
Z vincent Carretta. "Olaudah Equianv or Gustavus vassa?: New Light on an Eighteenth-Century 
Question of identity'' Slavery ana~'~baditi~n: A .Iou~al of Sl~xve ~'o.~t Slave Societies. I~eeenlber 1999. 
3 I~.irs#en C31sen, Z~axly Life in 18~ ~'eMtu~y Eng~ixnd, Daily Life Through History (Westpork, 
Connecticut and London: G~~eenwood Press, 1999) 280, 285-88. Dissentian referred to the Protestant 
denominations that separated from the Church of England. Eng~u~d, unlike most continental countries, allowed 
religious freedom for a price. 
4 A handful of bishops and lay preachers subscribed to Etluiano's ~nenlair. 
~~ 
agendas. ~eligian inspired charitable giving and social causes Tike the abolition n~ovement,~ 
Many spiritual offshoots of Anglicanisrr~ orally professed a desire to refarin England 
politically, as they were not allowed to hold office, and they had disposable income and 
leisure ti~~ne.~ This climate of change and goodwill towards the poverty-stricken allowed xnen 
like ~williaxn Wilberforce, Grandville Sharp, Janes Ran:~sey, Thomas ~larksan, and Qlaudah 
F~}uian+~ to argue for the ternc~.inatian of the Atlantic slave trade. The time ~tras right to begin 
a long and arduous struggle to free Africa from. the merchant strangle hold. 
The makers were the first organised entity with an earnest desire to abolish the slave 
trade prior to the eighteenth centtary. Shortly after their break with the Anglican Church, in 
the seventeenth century, the dialog Egan regarding freeing slaves and ending the trade.' The 
An3.erican calc~nies led the abolition cause until the 1 ??Cls, A number of individuals argued 
far the dissolution of the slave trade at the yearly meetings through the first half of the 
eighteenth +century. Jahn Woohnan's essay, dome +C`an~i~erat~alxs on the 1~~e~ir~,~ off' 
.~eg~oes, renewed the debate regarding slave holding in the An~terican colonies in the l ?IQs.$
The t~uakers in England were by no means complacent during this early period in 
their history. ~egi~xning in the seventeenth century the English Friends had been actively 
speaking out aga~r~st ~unpapular governmental policies. However, domestic concerns kept 
~ tbid, X89-90. 
6 Ibld, ~8owS I . 
7 Jean ~. Sunderland, ~~ruke~s and' ~`lavery: ~ Divia~ed' Spirit, {P~'inceton, New Jersey: Pruiceton 
University Press, tgBS}. ~ 8-19. A number of the early Quakers owned slaves; therefore, the abolition 
movement stalled fnr about f~fly years. The fast American appeal nccurreci in i 6~~. 
$ bid, ~~. John woc~~man's essay was pre;;ented at the Pennsylvania dearly Meeting {}~'~~} in ~?5~. 
The essay was intended to reass+~rrt the ~h~ake~ belief that everyone is equal in God's eyes. 
~~ 
rnost English Quakers frt~r~n. speaking out on the slave trade issue until the eighteenth cent~~ry, 
party out of fear.9
The newly developing religion of Jahn and CharlesWesley, Methodism, joined in 
publicly denouncing the slave trade. 11~ethQdisrn, an©that offshoot +~f the Anglican church, 
appealed to the middle class and tradesmen. The Westey brothers f~►und the greatest nun~.ber 
of converts ~. the countryside. Jahn 'Wesley became personally involved in the abolition 
cr~a~ade writing a number of letters and short essays on the topic. ~.ecords indicate that 
Equ.iano's memoir was read to Wesley an his deathbed. 
England, unlike continental Europe, and for a large part the ~!~nerican colonies were 
tolerant cif nongovernmental sanctioned religion. ~~~.s open-mindedness all©wed the worship 
and spread of rriariy ideas. Equ'~ano and the abolitionist conan~unity benefited greatly from 
this exposure. As a young adult, Equiano learned to read by studying the Bible. ~° While 
bapti~~ed in the Anglican tradition, Equiano was also ~~fluenced by Calvinism, l~ethodisn~., 
Baptists, and the C~uakers. 
Equiano's A►.frican heritage was another external factor motivating him to seek an end 
to the atlantic slave trade in the ~ 7$~s and 1 ~9fls. Equiano's stro~.g faith began prior to his 
kidnapping. The Eboe were a very spiritual people; h©waver, their religious trac~tians vary 
from Western Christianity. most African religions are nature ba~~ed and polytheistic. 
Rites and ceremonies .are at the heart of most tribal faiths, Equiana's people v~ere no 
exception: 
9 'The Glorious Revolution in England, 1603-1689 was in part a war for religit~us freedom. 
io Equiano's contemporariesy C~.iobna Cugana, Ignatius Sancho, and Ukawsaw ~ronniosaw, wvef~ all 
heavily inttueneed by Christianity. ~k~th C'ugan©'s and Saneho's vvr~iting use Christianity as there basis for 
ccmdemning the slave txader and slavery. 
~~ 
This Ebt~an world was one in which na~~ing was le#t to dance; leaving anyddng to chance was; 
therefore, dangerous. Sacrifice was the principal way that pec~le in histaric~l Igbaland attempted to 
create order out of #lie events of their individual and cc~lleGtive lives, Sacrifice, ritual killing of 
ccc~nns~~rated viCtim.S, structured much of Ebaan .African ritual life. lgba people understood that they 
sacrif . living things Cause the deities de~n.anded it....igba sacrificed regularly too the ancestors 
~ndi i~chie} ~d the spirits ~ndi n~uo}, offering n+ot dust i~ativn.s at every meal ~►ut at la icx~ic personal 
axed cgllective rites, at times of misfortune, ar at fiulerals, festivals, harvest, ar~d other calenc~-ical 
events. ~ 
Equia reca►rded saxr~e of these ideas in his n~en~oir, "They ~rI'ribal eiders] ha~re rnany 
offerings, particularly at foil rnaons; generally two at laar~rest before the fruits are teen out of 
the ground.: and when any young anin~.als are killed, s~pn~.etirnes they offer up part of them. as 
a sacrifice." ~ z In ~~frica n~.any tribes also had rituals for caning of age, death, and illness. 
Because these practices seem. harsh and barbaric to mast westerners, many of the European 
slave dealers and n~ercha~~ts feared far their safety ~u n encountering these practices far the 
first tune. Son~►e believed witchcra~ was being practiced. 
Ecluiano's Eboan tribal culture, though. vastly different from ~hristiar~ity in practice, 
does share the idea that there are forces greater than man. at work in the casn~►s. ~.itual 
sacrifice can even be found in Christianity. The Eucharist, the central ritual in the Christian 
faith., revolves around the body anal blood of Jesus. In the earliest days of Christianity this, 
too, was seen. as barbaric. 
E~uiano's Ebaan faith was challenged when he was kidnaped. Pa~~cal decided to 
have hi~n ~hristian~i~ed. E~uiano was, essentially, brainwashed to believe ever~~t~g his 
family taught hin3. was wrong. Thais, unfortunately, is one area ~~~ere Equiano is .not u~~ique. 
Thous~~.nds of other .~.fricans mere coerced into adapting Christianity. ~~;any, like Equiano, 
~ ~ Chambers, 8I . 
1z ~h.ambers, 8~. As quoted from 7~e ~rr~eresting 1~rxrrati~e, l l .These sa+crifc~ were done by the 
elders for the gaol of the wh©le village ar family. F,~wiano's pule alsa~practiced facial defar~nation as a 
coning of age ritual. 
1 ~' 
grew to depend orz their new faith. ~`he writings of Equiano's friends and conte~~poraries 
such as Ignatius rancho, Quc~bna Lugano, and ~.Tkav~saw Crronniosaw illustrate this. each of 
these rr~n used the Bible to argue the slave tr~~de was morally and ethically wrong. 
A.s an adult ~quiano, having e~nbr~d Christianity, wanted to return to Africa as a 
m~ission~ary and share his faith. tan two s~cp~e ©ccasions he was denied the right to ret~~rn 
to .Africa. ~. the 1 ~?`os the ~tishop of Condon denied ~quiano's plea t© becorr~e a niissic►nary. 
The debauched sierra Leone resett%nrient project failed in 1'~~'7 and shortly there a#~er 
quiano began writing his rne~noir and writing editorials to tell his unique story. ~ ~ 
his rejection by the Church did not stop Equiano from arlvocatir~g an end to the Atlantic 
slave trade; on the c+Drtt~r~~Cy, these events m©tivated hire to dt~ more for abortion. By 1 X89, at 
the age of 44, he published his autobiographical sketch. His f~ur~d knowledge of t~~e 
intimate details of the slave trade made hint an ideal spokesman for its a~lit~on. 
To deny Equiano's African heritage played any role his desire to end the Atlantic 
slave trade is absurd. Equiano was about eleven when he was teen. by European slave 
dealers. By preadolescence, ~quiano was rfectly capable of recalling tribal nonrns and 
custorr~s. children are very perceptive and there is no reason to doubt that Equiano's 
nlernories are anything but credible~4. S. E. Qgude, one of Equiano's harshest critics, tries to 
persuade her readers that quiano 'was incapable of remembering details from his 
childhood, ~ ~ 1VIore recently, I}ou~l~~s Ch~mmbers' article "` My t)~vn 1~Tation' : Igba B~iles in 
the I3iaspora" e~.plores a Wrote Rely sce~n~ria: Equ'~ano did have memories and was able to 
~ ~ Details on both of these events can be f Fund in chapter four. 
~ 4 The specl~c events that had the greatest impacx on ~quia~o are detailed is chaptex four. 
~~ S.E. ~gude. "Facts Ito ~i+~t~on: ~~quiano's Narrative Revisited." ~esearcl~ in ~, frican ~4meriean 
~~terat`ur~es 13.1 spring 19$x. 
l~ 
reco~e people from► his tribe as an adult. ~~ Chambers noted that as an adult ~quiana was 
able to distinguish native ~boans front other Africans. ~' Equiano noticed that Africans 
tended to organise and socialise in tribal groups, while working in the Caribbean. 
~quiano wanted to maintain his tribal identity by including his Igbo name; therefore, 
he included the phrase "the ,~~friean" in the title of his ~ne~noir. 7~►e identification with 
.Africa is used in the closings of ~quiano's letters, editorials, and rebuttals, too. Equiano was 
proud of his heritage and wanted his supporters to know about his ~boan heritage. ~n the 
opening of his n~~arrative he included the references to oboe traditions, "`hey had been 
implanted in one with great care, arid. ~~ade an impression on. ~.y mind, which time could not 
erase, and which all the adversity of fortune I have since experienced served to rivet and 
record...I still loop back with pleasure on the first scenes of my life though that pleasure leas 
been. for the most part mingled with sorrow."~s
while African customs and C~uristian~ty influenced Equiano greatly, criticism only 
increased the desire of abolitionists t© defeat the pro-trade forces. +on. several occasions 
~quiano and his A~rrican contetr~poraries wrote responses to the west Indian planters' claims 
that slavery was a necessary form of labor. James ~rr~sey's exposure ofthe treatment of 
slaves on St. Kitts, published in the n~id 178os, unleashed a fury of editorials. James 'Tobin, a 
slave owner and proponent ofthe slave trade, was outraged by the book, Equiano was one of 
many who contributed to the debate with Mr. ~'obin in the London periodicals. 
'~ I3auglas B. Chambers. ̀ r` y own ration': tgbo exiles in the Diaspora," ~`la~ety c~nd abolition 1$: l 
1997. 
~' Ibid. 72. ̀ The Eboe, an Igbo-~spe~~king tribe from Africa, were Equiauo's people. Equiano was able 
to recognize fellow oboe in Kingston, ~atnaica in 177'2. 
~s As quoted by Chambers from Equiano's memoir, page 15. Cha3mbers refers to ~quiano was an exile 
not a freed man or ex-slave. 
l9 
The testimonials of the sailors a~.d merchants working off the west African coast 
during the 1'~oos vary greatly. hundreds of witnesses were asked to testify before the H©use 
of ~on~ons. 1Vfany of these sailors s~;ated that they had not witnessed any cruelty while 
tran.sparting Africans to the An~.erieas. while these disclosures are not surprising, they shove 
the attitudes that abolitionists, at~d Equiano in particular, were trying to eri~►e. Enlightenment 
and education were part ofthe abolitionists' agenda. 
The political climate in England also provided limited incentive. England ~v`as more 
politically open to abolition than other nations. The English, in part, due to public opinuan. 
led the abolition ~novexnent by the 1'77os. There was a base of political support, especially in 
f.ondon, that supported ending the Atlantic slave trade. Parliament began earnestly to 
question the legitunacy ofthe trade by the mid 1780s. Unfortunately, the atlantic slave trade 
was not the most pressing political issue ofthe day. The king and Parliament were more 
focused on the domestic economy ar~d the tensions ~ France.19 wiliia~rn Wilberforce was a 
catalyst in Parliament for abolition. ~►~hile he never subscribed to Ecluiano's n~.emoir, he did 
sociali.~e with Wien vvho knew Equiano personally. There is no documentation of Equiano 
and Wilberforce partnering to advance the abo lition cause; however, it would not b'e 
surprising if they were acquainted. ~~ese two men had a number of mutual friends. 
Equiano's methods of garnering support also increased his name recognition and 
popularity. Equiano used written n~ediun~s, such as newspapers, letters, and the n~en~o ir, to 
express his objectives: mainly abolishing the slave trade before anyone else suffered a fate 
similar to his ow.n. Equiano's eloquence and sincerity drew supporters. while on his 
~9 The economy in England was hurting following the ttevolutionary war acid the drench .evolution 
began in ~ 789, the same year Equiano first published his memoir. 
LV 
promotional tour ￼n 1'1~~, he sold, nr~astiy ~~ ward of mouth and personal contacts nearly two 
thc~us~~nd copies afthe ~nen~oir. ~ number of ;~quiano's personal correspander~:ces survive 
and have been published by Vincent ~arretta in his edition of ~quia~no's n~en~o￼r~ An excerpt 
from. Equiano's letter to ~'arlianlent shows the magnitude of ~quiano's desire to ertd the slave 
trade: 
~r©sver~ar-~'treet, . .179.2 
TC~ T'~ L,f~~S sPIRITt..IAL ~►~tD 1`~i~~}~;AL, ~ '~ ~tJ1~+~0► S O~ T P,~►1~~11~~:~~T 
~D►F GHAT t3It~T.A,IN 
.~ r ar~rl ~e~tlem~en, 
I am sensible I aught to entreat your pardon far addressing to you a work so wholly devoid of lit~~ary 
n~.erit; but, as the production of an unlettered African, who is actuated by the hope of becoming an 
ins#rura~ent towards relief of h.is suffering countrymen. ~ trust that such r~ ~narr, pleading in such a 
case, will be acquitted of baldness and presumption. 
may god of heaven inspire your huts with peculiar benevolence 4n that impo~~nt day when the 
question of the Aboliti~an to be discussed, when thousands, in consequence of your determination, are 
to look far happiness or ~sr~ryi 
I ain, 
1VIy L~CJR~~ and ~E~tTI.~~l1~~, 
Your mast obedient, 




quiana was i~~fluenced by religion and African customs, however, politically and 
philosophically he found little to n~.otivate hin~.. The inte~leetuallphilosophical trends of the 
day did not directly impact ~quiana. Indirectly, the belief in +expanded human rights such as 
justice, freedonn~„ property, expressed by the leading hers of the day ~,ocke, ~uxne, and 
R.auss~;au~ was denied to Equiano because of his race. `~`he ex~en~ptic~n of nunorities and 
~° As quoted by ~"incent C'arretta, .1 he I~rteresting .1~'~rr~rtive, 7-~. ~'fi.is pc~rtiari of the letter 
de~n.onstrates ~quiano's e~~rnest desire to abolish the sla~re trade. This is the typical format used in formal 
correspondence in the late eighteenth century. 
~~ 
women mares the idea of equality and freedom hypocritical. while the discussion of rights 
vas a step in tie right direction. these ideals, in practice, applied only to those whom Equiano 
was fighting against. ~"he wealthy white n~en, to whom these theoretical rights applied, were 
the ones with xnc~ney and political connections. 
Motivation worked in two ways. First, Equianc~'s personal experiences and friends 
inspired hirxt to succeed. secondly, he encouraged others to fight ft~r the abolition of the 
atlantic slave trade. Equiano was encouraged by leading abolitionists to speak out because 
he had a unique perspective. the events and hardships faced by Equiana are difficult to 
imagixj►.e. fIis a~xtobiography was a ~dit~ reflection of his e~riences. ~o other freed slave 
received the public exposure aad. had the political and social connectit~ns. 
Tie specific defining n1oments in his life are discussed in great detail. in the chapter 
four. the closir paragraph of his n~en~4ir best re#lects this sentiment: 
My life and fortune have been extremely chequered, and my adventures various. Even those I have 
related are considerably abridged. If any event should appear uninter~,g or trifling to most readers, 
I can curly say, as my excuse for mentioning it, that almost every event in n,y life made an impression 
on my mind and influenced my conduct. I early accustomed myself to look for the hand of God in the 
minutest occurrence, and to learn from it a lesson of morality and religion; and ~ this light every 
circumstance I have related was to me of impvrtance.~I
Equiano was motivated by many external factors: his Eboan childhood, h~:~ discovery of 
Christianity, tale Conten"tpor~iry Critics, and to a lesser degree by the political situation in 
England. ~`hese features together with Equiano's distinct personality and life experiences 
created the vision~a~ry, writer, celebrity, and activist that historians are still trying to 
understand. 
~ ~ 4laudah Equiano, tTol. 2, .T ~e Interesting Narrative of tote L ~e of O~a~uda~ ~quiar~, or ~'ustavus 
Vassar the ,~4fricar~. T~ritten ~y ~Iirr~se f ~.ond©n, 1 "~~9), ~~4-5 5. ~.is p~:~sage du~ectly shows Equiano's 




in an age of s~c~cial and political reformers, why was Equiana so successful grid his 
name printed in history books while others have long since faded from memory? There are 
several plausible ex.plaoations. tine could argue his charismatic personality won people over, 
or his intimate knowledge of the middle passage captivated readers. or was Equiano a 
shameless self promoter? These care. all distinct possibilities, but a n~.ore likely explanation 
involves the assist~~.nce of f,ondon's leading abolitionists. The relationship between Equiano 
ar~d key figures ~. the abolition community are not widely recorded; therefore, evidence 
comes frarn Equiano's own writings and inferences bared on the social networks in England. 
~o ~laudah Equiano was not on a one-r~~an► crusade to end the Atlantic slave trade i.n the Last 
decade of the eighteenth century. I~~stead he was one of many concerned with the plight of 
enslaved .Africans, in part beeau~se he had suffered a similar fate in 1'~~~. with his personal 
experiences as a slave, Equiano joined a group of dedicated men t~ to ensure that no 
other man, wor~a~~n, or child would share Equiano's fate, 
The battle to end the Atlantic slave trade was not a quick or easy fight. It took 
hundreds, maybe even thous~~nds of individuals, twenty years to accomplish their goal. In 
I8o'~ the trade was legally abolished in England and on English vessels. The economic woes 
being felt in England made the trade very appealing. Luxury items, sugar, tea, coffee, and 
tobacco, anal rz~m grown and x~nanufactured in the ,~►.~nericas ~r~ade abolition a difficult sale. 
The .~,nglican church was facing declining rnen~bership, as protestant dissenters were 
gainiEng strength, especially, the C(~uakers and 11~iethodists xn the Tatter part of the eighteenth 
century. This climate of change provided the distraction that n~ny dissenters and radicals 
~~ 
needed to fi.~rther their agendas. Religious tolerance was only one of the factors that allowed 
Equianc~ arid. his abolitionist allies to continue struggling far a peaceful resolution to the slave 
trade. The political climate 'was not as receptive to abolition early on. The long reign of 
~g George lII v~ras plagued by ~obhery, corruption, and revolution. his reign saw the end 
of the Seven Year's '~`ar~ the American Revolution, the ~rencb Rev+a lutiort, the industrial and 
print revolutions, and his mental breakdown. The loss of political control in l~Torth America 
was particularly devastating for the English. The British gover~~ent quickly realized. the 
financial ramifications of the separation. To con~.pensate f©r such a loss nevv markets and 
venues for goods would be needed. This financial hardship was used by the west Indian 
lobby when protesting the abolition ofthe atlantic slave trade. The political corruption of the 
Hanoverian dynasty led to economic woes. ~ Tot only bad the English. lost a huge tax base in 
.~~nerica, but inflation also nLade the royal coir.~age virtually worthless. 1Vlany merchants 
began using c©ndor tokens to rriake purchases. In this tune of ~litieal and ~iancial 
discontent a number of organizations and businesses resorted to printing their awn currency 
or bartering for goods and services, 
.As the eighteenth century drew to an end, it became clear to most involved that the
west Indian I©bby and those benefiting cox~~n~ercial.ly from the trade had n© intentit~n of 
ending the lucrative system. Plantation slavery in the Caribbean. and ~Tnited States depended 
on British transport vessels. The planters argued that the institution of slavery had a long 
~ The I~anoverian dyoasty began in I ? 1~ with George I. 
~ Condor tokens were popular during the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century. Tokens 
often depiLted social and political images in a satirical fashion. Granville Sharp had a coin minted honoring his 
efforts. 
~~ 
staring history and countered the abolitionist's charges by saying that the naves were 
tre~~ted hua~.anely. 
T`he British developed an addiction. to sugar, r+ , and tobacco. By the Tate 17oos the 
n~a~n supply of sugar can~.e from. plantations %n the ~►.mericas, dames ~walvin. provides the 
follov~ir~g statistics on sugar co~sun~ption among the British in his book .~3lack .ivory: Slavery 
in the ~r~trsh empire, "fin 1700-{~~ the British per capita consumption of sugar was alb; by 
178~~-8~ it had tripled ar~d in ~. ~~o-~t3~ had risen to 1 Slb."~ Sugar by the late eighteenth 
centuary had bccon~e a mass-market crop. Tobacco, tea, ~.nd chocolate were no longer luxury 
goods for the nobility. ,r~.s the British became addicted to these foo~dstuf ~s more and more 
~A►.fricans were needed to work the fields. The west Indian planter class had a grov~► g 
market and was not happy when the abolitionists called for a rn~oratorium on the slave trade. 
The 'Vt~est Indian lobby had u~uential connections ~ Parlia.~~ent. 
Dependence on west Indian sugar drove the market. As two contenr~porary authors 
argued, it was neccss~y to reduce consumption ar find new sources for luxury goods, 
because the slave trade would not end unto. t~~e den~a~nd was ehn~inated. The anonymous 
author of ~r~~s~d'erativns addressed t€~ Pry, fess~ars o, f ~'hrxstianit,~ of ~ver,~ .I.~er~or~~raatiQn, ~u 
the ~mprvpr~ety ~,~`'+~'onsuming est~.India Sugar and l~u~n, as .Produced by the Oppressive 
.Labour of Slave, asserts that the British. need to stop the problem at its source. If 
~ Jesse Foot, A .~kfense of the ~"lanters in the west ~~rdies; Comprised of ~'`vur arguments On 
~'omparative Humanity, ~`o~rrparurtive slavery, On the ~4frican Slave ~"'rarde, and On the C'ortdition of 
.Negroes in the Wiest undies, (London: Printed for ,~, Debrett, opposite Burlington douse, Pieadiily, 172}, '7~-
iol. 
4(~walvin, .~3lack Ivory}, 5. Slaves worked die sugar plantations in the Caribbean.. 
s Consideratx~ons addressed to Pro,~`ess©rs o,,~"~`hrist~ax~ity o,~'Every I~nomrnatxon, on the Itnp►ropriet,~r of 
Consuming i~'est-~Ir~a ~'ugar and .t~um, as Produced b,~ the Clppressive .Labour v, f 'laves, ed., (London: meted 
by Richie and ~a~nels), I'~'~~.~-7'. The author stops short of calling the Ch~stian abolitionists hypocrites 
~~ 
consumers quit buying the sugar and r~ , the market would dry up and the planters would go 
bankrupt, the pamphlet argued. ~n theory, if there were no need for the luxury crops grown 
by the slaves, then there would be no need for the slaves. Thus the author calls for a boycott 
of all imported goods produced by slave labor in the west undies. Samuel Bradburn whole-
heartedly agreed with the boycotting of sugar. ~-Ie bused his argu~~ents on the basic 
principles of supply and demand. ~f England could even reduce its dependence on sugar, it 
would have a suable i~x~pact on demand. Bradburn states that England alone is consuming as 
much sugar as all of continental Europe con~bined.7 A 17~ 1 attempt to boycott sugar ~ 
England failed to have lasting impact on the trade. 
The fast phase of the twenty~year struggle to end the Atlantic slave trade began in 
June 1783, the same year the American Revolution ended. With the encouragement of their 
~►n}eriean brethren, the British {~►uakers began to for~~nally address the issue of the slave 
trade.$ Twenty-three amen were chosen to explore options for abolishing the trade, among 
then1 were Samuel Hoare, Jr., George Harrison, and James Phillips;~ These ~nen, joined by 
because, in his opinion, as long as they consume sugar and rum they are encouraging the institution they 
allegedly eiaun to be fighting. He makes a valid argument mat they are, in effect, defeating their purpose. 
6 Samuel f3radburn= ~4ra .~ddres~s to the J''eople Called ~~ethodists} Concerning the ~vxl of ~'neourag~ng 
theSlave Tracle, (11~an.chester: Printed by T.1~~arper, Smith-toor, I7~Z), Bradburn, too, saw the English desire 
for luxury goods as the impetus for sustaining the Atlantic slave trade. 
' Bradburn, 23. 
s Judith Jennings, The ~8usiness of ~bol'ishing the British ,Slave T'rad'e, ~ ?83-.807, (Londo►n and 
Portland, Oregon: Frank bass, 1 ~9'T), 22. 
~ Ibid, 22, 3, b-12. Samuel Hoare Jr, was a forth generation ~ha~aker. He was also the rnan who 
repriEmanded Equiano far his whistle-blowing in the Sierra Leone fiasco►. His family hadbeen involved in 
trading in trel~~nd. Hoare met me son while at boarding school. Harrison's fathom vvas a shoe~nak~er, but 
George's rise to prominence came with his patironage by Dr. John Fothergill, a wealthy London physician, and 
his brother Samuels a (~utak~ minister. The Fothexgill brothers paid George's way through school and helped 
him to get his first job as a private tutor. Harrison in 17`+68 joined David Barclay in business. James Phillip's 
father, too, engaged in trade and his mother was a Quaker minister. Phillips married into the International 
publishing business. A trade he continued after the death of his fathex-in-law. Through his business he made 
important connections cm both sides of the Atlantic. 
~~ 
Joseph Woods, William. I~illwyn, John Lloyd, and Dr. Thomas ~:nowles, began an informal 
study of the possibility of abolishing the slave trade. ~° ~~.ese gentlemen, with the exception 
of James Phillips, for~mted the nucleus of the Quaker abolition n~ovetnent in England. With 
their individual talents and wide circle of friends both in England and America, they were a 
fartnidable gr©up. Four years later, the Fiends .opened ~ne~bership to others who earnestly 
desired to end the slave trade. Arnang those ~oi~~ing in 1787 were Than~as Clarks~an, 
Granville Sharp, Joseph. I-~oop~r, John Barton, and Richard Phillips, ~' '~'hese newcarners 
brought new vitality and financial resources. ~ ~ The London Abolition Con~n~ittee LAC} was 
burn. William Wilberforce, while not an o~.cial member of the London conunittee, rarely 
attended meetings, instead his pr~umary task was to gain political supp~art in Parliament, where 
he was a n~en1ber of the I-~c~use of Con~mc~ns.I3
Within a year the LAC had enthusiastic satellite meetings occurring throughout 
England. These widespread supporters were as anxious to end the slave trade as were the 
founders. embers of the original London branch encouraged these meetings tv conduct a 
petition drive to show Parliament how in~.portant the issue was. Rev. Thomas Claxkson 
informed the car~~rnittee that Wiiliatn Wilberforce desired assistance gathering research for 
~° tbid, 2~, while Phillips was a member of the official Gammittee he did not take part in the informal 
meetings held beginning in July 1783. Joseph woods was Hoare's brother-in-law. William Dillwyxt, an official 
ccxmmittee member, he had been educated in one of Anthony Benezet's schools. John Lloyd, also an official 
member, had witnessed the horrors of American slavery f rst hand vile on business. I~r. Thomas Knowles 
was a London physician and his wife was an artist with +~annections to the r€~yal family. 
~ t British Library ~SSIAdd. ~ 1254. mutes of the Committee for the Abolition of the slave trade. 
~ 2 Far biographical information an Clarkson, Wilberforce, and Sharp see the introduction. 
i3 British Library~lVtSS/~.dd. 2 I2S3~-4. ~tinutes of the Committee far the Abolition of the Slave Trade. 
The volumes are not sequentially numbered; therefore, specific dates will be used far references. A third 
volume was being preserved and was unavailable during the research of this project. 'The minutes cover the 
following dates: lay 24, 1 ?8'7-June 1 i}, 1790, 
~~ 
the debate in Parliament. ~'~ By the late spring of 1788, the first petiti©n drive ~vvas underway. 
Surprisingly, no mention of the results was ever recorded in the eon~nittee's minutes. 
Ecluiano was never an official member, but he did have close ties to the committee. Several 
men3.bers were subscribers to the first editi©n of his memoir published a year later, in 1 ~'8~. 
The minutes for 11~tarch ~ ~., 1788, April 24, 1788, and l~Iay ~, 1785, all discuss the 
continued collaboration with. wiliiam Vt~ilberforce and the House of Commons. ~5 CJn 11~ay 9, 
17.58, the I-~ou:se of Commons, upon receiving petitions, declared their intention to ex~~n~.ine 
evidence at the nest session. t6 Two and a half weeds later, May 2~, 1788, a slave trade bill 
was n~ent Toned, 
~'ir T~illiam ,~1'ben presented to the douse, according to order, a Bill for providing certain 
temporary ~.egulations respecting the Transportation of the Natives ofd, Erica, in ~3ritis~i Ships, to ?fie 
Test 1`ndies, and elsewhere: And the same was received; and read the Furst Tune. 
~esalved, "I~at the Bill be read a Second Tune. 
A Motion was made, and the C~uestion beuig proposed, That the said Bill be read a Second 
time upon this Day Three Months... ~ ~ 
The political ta+eti+~s used by Dolben indicate that a number of members of the House were 
not likely to support legislation. ~ ~ 
one year later, 1789, Etluiano's memoir was published with assistance fxonl Jan~.es 
Phillip, a nlen~ber of the a lition society. with encouragement from the London 
abolitionists, ~q~`~ano began an inten:~e promotional tour of Crreat Britain, during which 
~a British L,ibr~a-y 1VISSIAdd. 21~~3, February lf, 1788. 
~s tbid. March 11,1?$8; April 29, 178$; and May 6, 1788. 
~~ great Britain. Parliament, House of ~omn~ons. "Journal ot'the House of Colnn~anS." From 
November the 1 S~', ~ 787 to Septemb►ex the 25~', 1'1$8, In the Twenty-eighth Year ©f the Reign of ~g ~'reorge 
the Third. 1803.4f~-~67. 
17 Ibid,SoB. The use of italics and capitalization of nouns is typi+~al of eighteenth-century writing. Sir 
'William Dolben wait~l. until the end t~f the work day to introduce the legislation. The day of its introduction, 
~e slave trade regulation bill, forty rnen~bers were not present* 
is Jeremy Gregory and John Stevenson, Britain in tl~e ~ighte~rrtl~ C',~rzt~ry, ~6S84J8~0, {London and 
I~Iew '~orl~: Longman, ~ 988}, 82. 
f1 [7 
Parliament sought ir~form~ation concerning the slave trade. For a more detailed discussion on. 
the ~nernoir's publication see chapter five, 
Testimony of sailors, traders, and merchants began before the ~-iouse of ~onunons in 
l 789. Ten well-dac~~mented testitnanials provide a European perspective an Africa, the 
procurernent and trea~nt of slaves. ~~ Mach witness dad spent a ~~ini~num of three years 
involved in the trade. ~.h ten testified that they personally had never witnessed intentionally 
severe treatment of slaves. ~~.ch also attested that kidnapping was not how slaves were 
obtained. Equiano and numerous others would likely contend this point. The witnesses were 
asked to describe the process of procurements if not by kidnapping. host slaves were 
crin~.inals, witches, debtors, or prisoners of war. The eye-witnesses did have unique 
experiences ~ the native population.; therefore, provided differing accounts of the 
institution of slavery in Africa. 
Sin~ir.lar ~~itnesses provided insights into the abolition. of the trade through 1792. 
Parliament, in l 794, ended discussion regarding abolition for a decade to deal. with the 
French Revolution. and pressing inter~~al problems. Radical supporters of the French. 
.evolution were suppressed by the government. A n~ber ofthe abolitionists were 
' 9 ~4 brzdgment of the .I~Iinutes o~'t~ ~vYdence, Tarken .Be, foie ~! C©mmittee o,~f tl~e T~'~iole ~©use, to ~ rrt 
it was Referred to +Consider cf tl~e ,~l~xve Trades Number I., ~Londonl, 1789. The following ten individuals 
provided eye wit~.ess accounts of th►e slave Made: captain Jacob Lc~~a~. madetwenty-f ve ground trips to the 'West 
Indies and back from Aficica(79-82}, .~lexander Anderson, Esq., in par#nership with his brother, was based off 
fiance Island shipping slaves(77-79), Thon~a.s King, ~sq., a London merchant, made nine trips to Africa, 
primarily the Grold boast, to obtain slaves(!~7-'~'~), captain V~Tillia~n Littleton was a £iambian merchant for 
eleven. years(56-b6), John Fount~~in, Esq., +.originally served as a ~om.pany conarnand~x and latear Governer of 
Tantuin, 1778.1789(42~Sf), Jerome Barnard'~V'euves, ~sq., resided at costal I~ritish forts for fourteen years 
and served as Governor (the territory is not mentioned in the trans~~ript~33-4~), Captain'V~illiam iVlacintosh of 
the bast India ~on~pany made several trips to Africa ~e frst in 170 and the last in 1778(25-33}, fir, Knox(no 
other identi .catiQx~t was provided in the transcript} split his tune between conlnlanding ships and acting as 
surgeon (19-28}, Richard miles, Esq., resided at coastal castles from 1765 -1784, in the company's servic~no 
concrete explanation of what coratpany he was attached to }(~• 18), and John Starnes, ~sq., v~~as governor of 
.legal from 17~►~-17~~ and spent ten years doing undisclosed activities(1-9). There were many more that also 
provided testun+ony. 
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sympathetic to the Third Estate because they, too, wanted repot and inclusion in the 
gover~unental decisi©n-gyr ing process. 
Equiano was not publicly active af#er the crackdown ixx l 192. The ninth edition of his 
n~.en~o it vas released in l X94, and nothing has been written regarding his la;~t three years. 
There are several possible reasons for this void. ~-Ie znay have decided to spend more time 
with his farn.ily, he could have fallen ill, or he may have quit writing out of fear, I-~is good 
friend Thomas Hardy was tried for treason in 1794, because of his radical beliefs.zo
The abolitivn:ists Knew that success meant gai~~ing public support.. To do so they 
began a large p►rapaganda can~tpaign in the late 178os. ,~osiah wedgwaod, a charter member 
of the LAC, though not a frequent attendee, used his creative shills and. designed an image 
that has become synonymous with abolition. The famous image of a kneeling slave praying 
featured prominently on abolition medallions and condor tokens on both sides of the Atlantic. 
in an issue of a numismatic publica#ion ~'oin ~ 1~edal .Netivs, there is a refe~eriee to the 
distribution of these icons by the British to their American counterparts. Benjamin Franklin, 
a n~.en~ber of the Antislavery society in ~'ennsylvania in his response thanking w'edgwood 
he writes, "~T`he carneos~ ~Jhich I any distributing among my friends in whose countenances 
have seen such marks of being affected by conternplat~ng the ~.gure of this suppliant which 
is adn~.irabiy executed} that I any persuaded that it may have an of~ect equal to that ofthe best 
written paa~nphlet procuring favour to these oppressed people."~~ As the testimonial states, 
icon nay have had a huge impact on public sentin~.ent. 
z° Thomas Hardy vas a close friend of Equiano. Equiano stayed with Hardy while writing the second 
edition of his memoir, Interesting Narrative. 
zi As quoted by ~`re©rge Burry. loin d~ Medal News. "Anti~Slavery Tokens" may 19$8. ~3. 
~~ 
To encourage support for abolition, businessmen like Thomas Spencer began 
disseminating propaganda tokens to the public. Many had the Wedgwood i~rnage with the 
follov~nng slogan: "ABM 11'~C.}T A. MAST .Al~T~ A ~tR~T~~`~'22 These early condor tokens 
gained widespread usage and popularity by the end of the century. 
Mostly political in nature, these tokens served as daily ren~inde~rs of the oppression of 
the slave trade. Two ether designs are particularly significant. A condor token was created 
in I ?~ I to com~rne~norate the resettlement of Sierra Leone.2~ This particular condor token 
also served as protection for the settlers. Theoretically, the holders of th:i.s token were not to 
be recaptured and resold into slavery. The s~;cond token directly connected to Equiano and 
abolition was the Thomas Hardy token. As mentioned earlier the government began to 
crackdown on political dissidents. In I'~9~ I-hardy was tried and acquitted of treason. 
Propaganda ,was not limited ~ coinage or tokens. As eluded to in ~enjan~~in 
Fr~aEnklin's testi.~nonial, panted materials were also a popular for~rrlat for abolitionists in the 
late eighteenth century. hooks, es~~ays, and pamphlets were being printed by the hundreds 
and. were distributed by abolition societies and individual printers syn~►pathetic to the 
movement. Zanies Phillips, a regular attendee at the London ,~ibolition +~on ittee n~.eetings, 
ea~rr~ed his livelihood as a pr%~ter in London and was ins~ental in getting the printed 
works out to the reading public. ~'hougl~ts ~Tpcan ~'lave~, by Sohn. Wesley, founder of 
a2 Herbert Aptheker, "Medallions in The l~~Iartin Ja.+~wit~ collection" Negrt~ ~Yisto~y Bulletin {May 
19?0), ~ 15. A female version was distributed Sun. die t,~nited states. 
23 The resettlement of Sierra Leone depicted on the token is the same effort that nearly ruined ~quiano. 
Siena Leone is the British equivalent t-o Liberia, which James Monroe, the ~#th President of the t.Tnited States 
established to resettle slaves back in Africa. 
~l 
11~iethodis~n, load exemplified the efforts of the reli~i©us community ~n and around London in 
the n~id 177fls. wesley argued that slavery was sacrilegious and eondenmed by Cod.~a
At the LA.~'s annual meeting in London, on November 28, 173, the following 
document was produced by, clerk, John Ady, ~'he Vase o,~'our ~ello-~v Creatures, the 
Cjppressed .~fricans, ~e,~pect~`ully ~ecomrrtended to the Serious Con,~tder~artion o~'the 
~eg~s~ature o~ f ̀ Great i3r~atain, .8,~ tyre ~'eopi'e ca~'l~d Quakers, ~~ ~`he opening sentence 
expressed the sentiment felt by ~~ost abolitionists: 
we are engaged, under a sense of duty, to bear a publick te~any against a species of oppression 
which, under the sanction of national authority, has sand been exercised upon natives of ~.frica, is 
grown up in a system of tyrar~y, and is unhappy become a considerable branch Qf the commerce of 
this kingdom: an oppression which, in the injustice of its origin, and the inhumanity of its p~o►gress, has 
not, we apprehend, been, exceeded, o►r even equaled, in ~e most barbarous ages.~6
with testitnanials like the above, it is difficult to deny the evil implications of the slave trade 
and slavery itself'. T'~e use of sarong language vvas necess~~.ry for persuading those 
disconnected from the institution of slavery. Equiano was particularly well~su.ited for 
conv~r~cing people the slave trade ~~as inhumane because he had personally witnessed the 
distress Qf captives. servitude was so deeply imbedded in the lives of the British, especially 
the upper classes, asking them t+~ abandon such practices seemed blasphetnous. 
Ady and wesley were not alone in their call for a moratorium on the slave trade. 
Thomas Clarkson, arguably second only to Wilberforce, in his contributions to ending the 
z~ 3ohn wesley, Thoughts upon Slavery, t,ondan, 1774. ~~-2~ and 27-28. wesley expressed his 
belief that those participating in the capture, sale, and holding of slaves will receive their punishment at the 
hands of ~cjd. 
2s John ~.dy, The Vase o, f ̀ our Fellow Creatures, the oppr~esser~ 14friacarrs, I~espectfutly Recorremended to 
the Serious Consideration of the .Z~,egislature of Great Britain, ~ the people called Quakers, ~Lond©n: Printed 
by 3ames Phillips, George-'Surd, Lombard, 1784). 
~~ Ibid, 3. 
J!r 
slave trade and slavery in England, also penned a propaganda paarnphlet in 178b.~' Tie 
propaganda cammpaign was effective in alerting the public to the dangers of the ,Atlantic slave 
trade. Equiano alone was able to touch thousands of lives with his men~►ir. 
fihe support of the Eondox~ Abolition. ~an~rrdttee aad the .~f~ra-~~ritc~n can~rnunity 
enabled Equiano to reach a large audience ar~d successfully spread the abolitionists' Baal. 
~'he ~.A~ disbanded temporarily in 1'79 because the French ~.evalutian terrified t~~e English. 
political establisl~~nent. By the time the con~.mittee was able to reestablish itself a decrade 
later n:~any of the original naen~bers had passed away orwere in failing health. Equiano died 
in l'19~7, a decade before the ulthnate resolution. Equiano n~.y not have lived to see the 
abolition ofthe .Atlantic slave trade, but he was a fey to the success. his letter campaign, 
editorials, and rnenyoir all played a significant role in swaying public opinion. 
27 'rha~nas ~iar~s+c~n, vn the ~'lavery a~ad' Cvr,~meree of the human Species, Lendo~, ~ ~8b. 
~3 
Chapter 4 
Equiano's Defining lU~oments 
Equiano was i~x~luenced by internal or personal factors, too. The previous tvvo 
chapters have looped at outside i~~luences in ~quiano's life, his understanding and memories 
of tribal traditions and the abolition cona~nunity's support. Equiano was also motivated to 
end the Atktntic slave trade by his own personal life experien+~es. tine can argue that 
everyone has "defining .moments" in his or her life. `Dais chapter will focus on the people 
and events that had the greatest impact on Equiano's life. I~Iost people, when reflecting on 
their lives, care determine a few life-altering moments or events. ~quiano is no exception. 
t~►ne of the most challenging aspects of this thesis has been detera~ing which events 
had the greatest hnpaet on Equiano's life. ~'he people, places, and events in this chapter were 
selected based on the amount of three Equiarto focused on them in his ~nenioir and, therefore, 
one can infer that these 'were of great ixnpor#:ance to hin~. Ibis kidnapping, baptism, and 
~n:~anumission; g to read and write; and the publication of his memoir are obvious 
choices. his near-death experience with Dr. Perkins, the Sierra Leone failure, being turned 
down as a rnussi©nary by the Anglican Church, and the ~an~er,~et and ,~ng cases all altered 
his personal outlook.' 
Eq~~ia.no's memoir, 7'~ie .~i~teres~ing 1~arrati~e, provides a gli:n~pse into his innermost 
thoughts and desires. Equiano's vr~orld vas vastly different than ours, but hutrran emotion 
~ Equiano was heavily influenced by the following ne~~ative events: Dr. Perkins's a ck and the failure 
of the Sierras Leone resettlement fiasco. Dr. Perkins, a physician, in Savannah, Creorgia, was an ill tempered 
man. In the summer of 1'~ Equiano was in Georgia on business and was talking to Perkins' slaves. ~'he 
clr~unken doctor attacked Ec~uiano. 1'he altercation nearly killed Etluiano. '~'h.e Sierra Leone resettlement project 
was conceived by the British government. Equiano's connections and si;anding within the Afro-British 
community made hhn an ideal +candizlate for recruitment and his business savvy enabled hitnr to fulfill his duties 
as cc ~issioner. Poor management, corruption, and ignorance of African climate doomed the expedition 
before it had a chance. Equiano exp+ased. the ille~~al activity and was fired. 
~~ 
aad sacrifice transcend time. 'When possible other contemporary and secondary accounts are 
used to verify the detai~.s, Each of these events will be explored in chronological order. 
The first eleven years of Equiano's life were not e~traordh~ury. Lie most children he 
p►~ayed games and had chores. However, that soon changed in 1'~~~, Equiano and his sister 
was abducted by slave dealers while playing in the village. This was unfortunately an all too 
con~.xnon phenomenon in western Africa, especially along the coast. His kidnapping was not 
the first time Equiano had experienced slave dealers. As with many African tribes, his 
people, the Eboe, also dealt in slaves especially prisoners of ~w~r.2 At this juncture, 
however, Equiano's life became quite extraordir~~ry and, he, not 3ust another statistic. Not 
only did Equiano survive the kidnapping the six to seven month journey to the coast, and the 
voyage to the Americas, but he used these hardships to garner sup~rt for abolition in his 
n~en~oir.~ 
Equiano's kidnapping accc►unt differs from the testi~nany of European. slave 
merchants and traders residing in Africa. In testimony before the whole House of ~onnnons 
in 118 ten v~itnesses swore that they had never observed anyone being kidnappe+d.4 ~n an 
anonymous tract regarding the testitony of these ten xnen, it was argued that since the n~en 
were not under oath their character served as their credibility. ~ ~~ author of this tract is 
~ ~~audah Equiano, I ~ ed., the interesting 1Varrative of f~laudah Ec~uiana, or Gustavus Kassa, the 
African, written b,~ Hxmse ~ (London, ~I'~8~~, ~b-27, Equiano is qu}ck to note the differences been trib~.l and 
the European insi~itutions of slavery. The prison~-s of war were heated with some respect unlike their 
coonter~ in the Americaas. 
~ C~lauclah Equiano. The ~rrterseting 11~arrative and father T~ritings. Edited by Vincent ~arrott~., (New 
Fork and London: ~'enguin Books, 1995, 54. The modern estimate on ~nt~rtalifiy during crossing, referenced in 
footnote x.11, states that as many as fifteen percent died during the middle passage. 
~ Abridgement of the 11~tnutes of Evidence, Taken Before a ~or~rm~ttee of the T~rhole mouse, T© who»! it 
was Referred to ~'onsider of tlae Slave Trade. Number I, 179. 
s .~ Yery new Farmphlet indeed! Being the Truth: Addressed to the .l'eoRle at barge. Cr~ntaining Some 
Strictures an the English .lase©bins, and the Evidence of Lord 11 fc~,~r~!~rey, and` Others, Before the ~'ouse of 
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going to assert that the pro~$lavery forces are credible and legiti~x~ate because they stand t© 
lose the most if the trade were ever abolished. 
European and 1~►merican colonial slavery were different from that practiced among 
the Eboe and other African tribes. Those enslaved in Africa were treated with far more 
dignity and respect. ~'he European slave rr~aarkets were economically driven, whereas in 
Africa people were taken to pay o~ debts or as prisoners of war. In the .~~nerican colonies 
thousands of Africans provided the labor on plantations or worked as domestics. Hundreds 
more worked as sailors, like Equiano. Very few Britons had slaves, rater English merchants 
and traders sewed as interam►ediaries in the Atlantic slave trade, in part, because there was no 
need for agricultural laborers. 
Being torn frarn one's f~~aily as a preadolescent is going to have a tremendous impact 
on that i.ndividual's personality and beliefs. Equiano, while grief-stricken and terrified, 
refused to let these rnen deprive him of leis beliefs and integrity. He was very forte to 
have been. purc~uased in Virginia by Michael Henry Pascal, a naval lieutenant. Equiano's 
name appears with Pa~~cal's on several n~:uster lists through the date 175os.~ During his tenure 
with Pascal, Eclu.iano learned to read and write. ~ 
fiords, Respecting tl~e slave Trcu~e, (Loudon, 1732), 4. The .own author of this tract asserts that Woos of 
the aboliti~ists' witnesses have any credibility because they are disreputable drunks. 
6 1bid, 63-65, 252. Pascal bought Equiano from Alexander Campbell and soon a$er renamed Equiano 
Gustavus Vasa, presumably for Gustavus I, the sixteenth-century Ding vvho drove the Danes out of Sweden. 
The irony of being named a#ter a famous Eur©p~ean Liberator was not Lost am Equiano. 
~ Ibid, 253, 255-58, 262, 264. Vincent ~arretta's research: of admiralty records placed Equiano an the 
following ships: Roebuc/i~ winter-summer 1756; J'rest©n, Jan~a~ry 7, 1757-November 10, 1 fi57; .Iason, 
November 10, 1757-December 27, 1757; Royal George, December 27, 1757-January 1758; Namur, Janes_ 
August 20, 1758; and the last ship that Equiano and Pascal were linked to was the ,~tna. 
8 As noted in chapter one Equiano was introduced to reading by i)aniei McQueen the ~.etn.a and 
later given formal trairing by the, spinster, Guearin sisters in England. schools were available on many large 
vessels because sailors required training in reading, math, and practical science. Equiano learned to read the 
~b 
~quiano's introduction. to literacy on board the Aetna was a t~~rning port in his life. 
Literacy was an empowering agent that served ~uiano well in his adult life. His ability to 
read anal write is exceptional, considering his status as ~. slave. ~ Many slaves serving as 
waiting men, or household servants were educat+~d. In Virginia, where ~quiano was sold, it 
was not uncon~n~.on for slaves to have basic reading and arithmetic skills.'Q Letters, 
newspapers, books aid pa~~phlets provided a forra~n for ~~uiano and other like n~.inded 
people to expre;~s their disgust with. tote institution of slave~~y and the l~ritish participation in 
the Atlantic slave trade, writing gave ~quiano a voice, as pater knows na color 
boundaries. ~ ~ 
~}ne of the most profound moments in l~quiano's life occurred while he visited 
England with Pascal. ~quiano was officially introduced to Christianity through the 
sacra~~ent of baptism. A reference to Equiano's baptis~rn ~ E.ngland is fou~.d in V%ncent 
Carretta's article, "(~laudah Equiano or Gustvus ~'a:~sa~ ~Tew sight on an Eighteenth~- 
Ceni~~ry Question. of identity", "The parish record of st.11~Iargaret's Church, west~cdn.ster, 
records the bap.sm on ~ l~`ebr~~ary I759 of ̀ Gustavus Vasa a Mack born in Carolina twelve 
years old." tz 
Bible and later be~ne competent widx mathenla~tics. The bible was not the only available literature. 
Chapbooks, novels, news and parnphl~s were all available to the reading public. 
~` ~(~lsert, ~ai~y fife, ~~8}. fly about a third of women and little over half of n2en. had basic literacy 
skills. 'This arguably places Equiano ~ Mite company. 
1Q Bridgette Houston, .~~e Other ~a~ Colonial Williamsburg, '~Ttrginia, IJSA, l~, July 2003, I~.u-ing 
this performance patrons learned about the history of slavery in seventeenth and eighteenth century 
Williamsburg and the surrounding vicinity. 
~' The eighteenth cent~~ry witnessed a Huge gr©wth in publication of written. works. IVlost of the 
population, however, ren2ained illrt~ate. 
i Vincent C'azre~ttat, "C~laud~h Equiano or +~ustavus Vassa`~ I~ew Li ~~; t can an Eighteenth-Century 
Question of Identity" Slavery ~d,~~~~i~aorr:.~ .~~~rna~ of slave artd Past-lave S`acreties, +Dec. 19~~, loo. 
Carretta.'s article a~., , es that Equiana was not African, but rather boat in south Carolina.. There is, however, 
another rational explanation for the Carolina label. Pascal could have been trying to conceal Equiano's slave 
~~ 
~.egardless of Carretta's ren~~rk.s, this vvas a very influential tine in ~quiano's life. ~ ~ 
.Religion proved to be one of the few consistent factors in his fife. As previously noted in 
chapter two, ~quiano vas very devoted and religion was important in il~uencing his fight 
aga~r~st the slave trade. 
The nest turning point in Equiano's life was terribly unpleasant. Equiano, in the 
colonies on business, during the suntmer of 1'765, angered a drunken physician, Dr. Perkins, 
in ~av Georgia, while visiting with some of the local slaves. ~4 Dr. Perk:~s' in his 
in~.paired stated fea3red quiano vv~as pl~tr~~ing an ' coon. Intolerance and prejudice 
n+~arly cost ~quiano his life that night. .Again Equiano pervered and within a month 
recovered. and returned to 1V.lontserrat, where he was involved in shippi~.g goods. Captain 
~a~es Doran, Equiano's rrtaster, confronted the doctor, but chose not to avenge the 
"accident." Equiano credits prod for his remarkable recovery. 
Une of, if not, the most upli#ling days in Equiano's life occurred in July 1766. 
Contrary to popular belzef not all f~uak~rs were pro-abolition. ~quiano, however, was 
fortunate to be sold to Robert ~, a C~uaker slave ©caner, who agreed, reluctantly, to sell 
~quiano his freedom.. It is uncertain how much ~quiano paid for his fxeedorn. 
status,. especially, c~.sidering the iocatian of the church. The location of Bqui~no's baptism is worth noting. 
st. l~~iargaret's Church, Vttestminstear, is located adjacent to westiminster Abbey and within a couple blocks of 
Parliament. The political hub of London seems an unusual place for Equianu's baptism. was Pascal or the 
Guerin sisters, Fquiano's sponsor's, regular attende~:s, or were they trying to make a political statement? This is 
an area that deserves h~rther study, 
~ ~ Religion was very influential in the lives of slaves. Equiano and many of his African 
contemporaries utilized the Bible to champion then cause, abolition. 
~~werner ~pilors, ed., T .~ntter~esting 1~arrrarti~e r~, f'the .~~e of ~lar~~ah Equ~ax~o, or ~►~star~us Kassa, 
fie ~fr~can, ~r~tten ..8y .~Iimse~f, {N+~w 'fork and London: w. 'W. ~c~ton ~i Company, tot} 1 ~. ~~-7. No specil~ic 
date is given in the memoir for this event. 
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.ing wrote the following en~a~cipation statemtent: 
NIv►ntserrat. To all men unto whom these presents shall come: I Robert Ding, of the parish of St. 
Anthony, in the said island, merchant, send greeting: Know ye, that I ~e aforesaid Ro~rt ring, ft~r 
and in consideration of the sum of seventy pounds current money of the said island, to n1e in hand 
paid= and to the intent that a Negro man slave, named ~rustavus Vasa, shall and may become free, have 
manumitted, emancipate, enfranchised, and set free, and by these presents do manumit, en~an~cipate, 
enfranchise, and set free, the aforesaid negrc~ ~nan-slave, named Gustavus vase, for ever; hereby 
giving, granting, and releasing unt©hum, the said +~ustavus Vasa, all right, title, domination, 
sovereignty, and prop~ear~y, which, as lord and master aver the aforesaid Gustavus vase,, I have had, or 
which I now have, ar by any means whatsoever I may or can herea,fler possibly have aver hu~n the 
aforesaid Negrt~, fc~r ever. In witness whereof, I the aforesaid Robert ding, have unto these pre~~ents 
set nay hand and seal, this tenth day of duly, in. the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and 
siXtV~-SiX. 
Rt38ERT K:INGr}~ 
Equiano's document of e~~ar~►cipation depicts the high +cost of freedom for Africans. 
Aber obtaur~ng his manumission in iVlontserrat, Equiano continued wor~g as a sailor for 
the nest decade. 
Equ:~iano, shortly after sen~i~-per~rnanently settling in London in the early ~ ~'7os, met 
~i~r~anville ~~. ~ ~ Sharp was a wealthy philanthropist, lav~~yer, and advocate for the 
downtrodden, i? ~e first emerged as the na~ost visible Caucasian ally far the Afro-Briton 
careunity in England, especially London, in the 17~f~s. his goal was to end slavery 
through judicial rueans. 
In 1'~b5 Sharp and his brother williaacr~, a physician,, cared for an abused Jonathon 
Strong. when Strong arrived in London from Barbados he had been seriously beaten with a 
pistol. Affer a four ~nanth hospital stay Strong v+~as web enough to leave the hospital. 
~s (Equiano, Ut`h~r ~'ritin,~s, ~ ~fi and 2~~}. According to Carretta's remarks in the footnotes the local 
currency vvas usually in#Iated in relation to the Eritish pound. Even with in#~ation, Equiano had to pay nearly 
twice the amount he had originally been sold for Tess than ten years prior. Robert .Ding, three years later, seed 
waltz Tullideph regarding property violation (I.'Rt3 PC 2/1 I3}. Slaves were included in the lawsuit. 
~6 Equiano continued his periodical trips until the Tate I'~8~s. 
~7 Granville Sharp was the grandson of an Archbishop of York, devoted most of his adult life to 
charitable cause, especially the abolition of #lee Atlantic Slave trade. 
~7 
However, his ordeal was not over. His nester sold hiin two years later to a Jamaican planter. 
Shortly before his departure fvr Ja~~a~.ica, with leis new master, Sharp intervened on Strang's 
behalf. Sharp had hoped that the legal proc{eed￼ng regarding the Strong case would set a 
precedent. ~~ 
in 1771 Lord thief Justice l~Iansfield faced the daunting task of presiding over what 
would become the most widely misinterpreted legal decision of his career. ~ 9 tJranville Sharp 
defended Janes Somerset in the l~andrnark 1771 ~72 Somerset care. James Somerset found 
himself in the pre~cari©us positron of being forcibly removed from. British soil. A decade 
earlier Etluiano confronted a similar problem and could en~pathi~e with Somerset. Sharp 
procured a writ of Habeas corpus, a fairly routine action. After seven months of hearings, 
Lord ~ansfxeld's July 1 ~'~~ verdi+~t stated, "~To rester ever was allowed here to tape a slave 
by force to be sold abroad because he deserted front his service or for any ©ther reason 
whatever-therefore the man must be discharged." 2° h~tnsfield, in a later disclahner, asserted 
the 1.'172 verdict was only applicable to forcibly "compelling" a slave to leave ~ngland.2 ~ 
A collaborative effort to assist the Afro-British corntnunity developed between 
Bquiano and Sharp. A decade later the efforts of these t~vo crusaders vvas put to the test. The 
infamous ~regso~ v. ~il~ert Case created public outrage when 131 Africans were thrown 
~ s 3a~nes wa.l'vin, Blt.~c~ .Ivory: Slavery in tie Brtti~s~ .~m~ire. 2~'~ ed., (oxford ~ Blackwell ~'ublishe~s, 
20o i ), i 2. Lord ~~tansfield, however, was not ready to make that co~nmitn~ent. 
~9 Ibid, 1 a~ i i; 13. Lord h~iansfeld himself had a black nave named Elisabeth Lido. 1~i a revision of 
his will in i ?82 he specified she was to be freed upon his death and receive £Soo plus ~ ~ 10o annuity. 
ao Tbida 13. Lord Mansfield had n© intention of freeing all slaves in England. As walvin questions in a 
sidebar, why would Mansfield need to rewrite his will fireeing T}ido in i 782 if the 17?2 verdict had already 
granted her manumission? 
~i mid, 14. 
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overboard for insurance money. ~ Luke Co~g~vood, +captain. of the Zang, a slave ships
sailing from Liverpool to ~an ca,, when he naad+e a naiscalcuiation. and steered off course. 
'his vas only once of the captain's problems. A number of the slaves and crew on board 
became ill and died. what ~ollingwood did next retakes this story n~.en~orable, ~e threw 130 
slaves, wive at the time, from the ship over a three day period. Gut of fear another slave 
jumped overboard, which brings the total of murdered slaves to 131. .~uiano having read an 
account ~ the newspaper immediately sought help from Sl~~arp. ~ 1'73, Sharp, publicly 
condenr~n►ed the drew of Zang and tried to seek. justice far the nurdered Afiricans. 
Unfortunately, the greedy vindictive captain ~ollingwood ~neceived £3o for each lost life.23
'fhe case, however, nrtade Equiano and Granville ~la~arp more determined than. ever to abolish 
the ~.tlantic slave trade. 
These tvvo cases had a long~l~tsting affect an both Sharp and the rrdnority Afro-Briton. 
corr~n~,unity. The Zang incident profoundly affected many of the slav+~s and free blacks ~ 
England, and E~quiano was no exception. The publicity on these two highly controversial 
decisions, Zang and Sa~nerset, actually benefited the abolitionists' cause. These cases also 
served to unite the small Black community in London and to introduced the British 
population to the horrors of slavery and the slave trade. ~c~uiano's activist stage began with 
the Zon,g incident. 
The next event ca~►e in l 77~ when ~quiano met the for~~ter Senegambia Governor 
l~attias 1V.lacna~~a. Ater inquiring about E~uiano's religious a~ liation,lViacnamara stated 
22 Ibid, I~. Collingwood justified his actions by claiming they were sick and going to die soon 
anyway. ~e also argued that they were r~~ning low on supplies; which was later proven false. ~VUhat had the 
captain hoped to gain? Insurance c~xnpanies had to reimbiu~rse policy hoidens if the death of a siave r~~s 
drowning. 
23 bid, l 6-18, l~either the 13 l murdered Afrit~ns nor their families ever received justice. 
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he was seeking someone to spread t~~e gospel to the "unenlightened" in .Africa.24 Equiano, 
leery at first, agreed to participate as a ncdssionary under two conditions. Ike wanted a 
ua~~.ntee of his personal safety, and he wanted to be ordained by the Bishop of i.ondon.~sg 
Equiana and the former governor penned letters requesting the bishop to consider his case. A 
reply arrived in A~Sarch ~ ?'~9; the Bishop of London denied their requests. A disappointed 
~quiano remained in London and continued his efforts to help his African brethren. This was 
not the only ti~.e ~quiano would be approached to return to Afrrica. 
~~ne more pivotal event helped. to ntotivate ~q~:iana's crusade to end the slave trade. 
dearly six decades before Jaynes l~~adisc~n advocated a rr+eturn of Africans to their native land, 
Liberia, the ~3ritish planned a similar expedition. to Sierra Leone. Shortly aver rettiu~~ing to 
Landon in ,august 178, Equiano was approached by the coxn~rnittee charged with overseeing 
the planning for the voyage and re~~ettlen~.ent efforts. The government's financial 
contributions were n~a~naged by men with little regard for the health and well-being of the 
settlers. ~quiano was appointed as cor~rmissary for the expedition in l~ovenlber 17'7 by 
naval cor.~a~rnissioners, with in the gover~mxent and his t~~~sting ~~ature convinced him to 
contribute nearly X30 ofhis own savings far this project. Unfortunately, rr~any of the rnen 
organ.~ing this ~sion were driven by greed and prestige, rather than by good intentions, 
like ~quiano. wring the next four months, ~quiano witnessed nuaarierous abuses con~xnitted 
by the agents overseeing the expedition. The example provided by Ec}uiana in his memoir 
shows the extent of the corruption among the "philanthropic" leadership. The plan originally 
24 {Equiano, D~h~r ~riti~gs, 22U-221, 2~95~. Macna~nara was relieved of his duties in Africa ai~er 
1©sing twc~ civil suits. The farmer ovornor of ~en~~ambia v~ras pr+ababiy motivated by greed and glory, as 
were most African appointees iu. service to the crown. 
~ Ibid, 221. Equiano was not eager t+~ return. to Africa. ~ansidering his past experiences with 
n~er~iants aid traders, ~quiano was understaudabiy cautious. 
called far '~ 5 o blacks to be resettled in sierra Leone. The government, however, only found 
42~ willing participants.26 ~quiano's job was to return the excess supplies and collect a 
refiund for the British: government. When approached for the surplus of supplies the agents 
denied ever purc~ing the goods, essentially profiting at the expense of the government. ~n 
~e 1'87, ~quiano notified the captain and the naval commissioners of the missing 
supplies and presumed e~mbe~~len~ent. Instead of being awarded for his honesty, he was 
verb~.11y rebuked by ~arnuel Hoare, a n~.en~ber of the London Abolition ~on~mittee, and 
asked to step down.' lie wa,s criticised by many pronu~aent a~litianists, and accusations 
ranged from incompetence to intentionally sabotaging the expedition.. There is no indication 
that ~quiano had any plans to ruin the resettlement effort. 
~quiano did receive belated vindication from the goven~ent. ~Ie was awarded the 
r~aaney he had invested and payna~ent for the four months he served, totaling £50 sterling.~g
~quiano showed great character in standing up for what he believed in. ~e never faulted the 
government, believing that all was well intentioned on its behalf, It vas these tough life 
lessons that brought out the survivor in Equiana. 
~~ie final event that helped to define belief system. was the publication of 
his memoir. 1'he 1'nterestan,~ Nurr~tt've is the cul~x~tination of all of Equiano's experiences, 
26 ~~cluian.o, ether t~r~tings, 228 and 298+~}. Muster lists for the three vessels employed for the 
expedition can be found in the Public I~.ecord mice, PRA T 1/643 (no. 487}. The muster lists include 459 
names, not all of hose going to Sierra i.eone were blacks. The lists name 115 white partiCipan~. 'The 
discrepancy in numbers can be attributed to people cfiying, ganging their minds, ~ being expelled prier to 
departure. 
z' Ibid, 22$. According to ~uiano's testimony, Hoare rewarder the agent(sj iva.volved in the 
fraudulent actions, 
zS mid, z3 ~ . 
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positive and negative.29 The xne~noir was so popular that it required nu~ner©us editions. Tie 
rnemair ~.ntraduced audiences to a charisn~a.tie ~ifrican and the horrors of slavery in an easy 
to read for~~nat, Equiano was able to garner support for his book and abolition of the slave 
trade by personally pran~oting his product. The success of his book tours is well 
documented. ~quiano pai~~stakingly maintained subscription records and panted them in 
each new edition to garner credibility. 
~quia~o's achievements cannot be overstated. He survived being kidnapped at age 
eleven, was baptized in a very prestigious church in London's political center, learned to read 
and wrote his life's story, was nearly billed by a drunken physician in Sav Georgia, 
bought his freedom at age twenty~twa, was twice denied the chance to return to erica, and 
with the help of Granville ~la~arp forced the public to recogo:'~ze the devastation of the slave 
trade. ~ is not a typical resume. ~quiano's memoir is filled with stories and 
r~e~nenibrances that internally in~.uenced his crusade to abolish the Atlantic slave trade. 
~~` for a detailed. discussion regarding the ~nemo~r pease see chapter five. 
~~ 
chapter 5 
A ~.eevah~ation of fJiaudah Equiano's Memoir 
Tie i~~fluences in Equiano's life that led to the publication of his autobiography were 
nun~.erous, ~e was n~ativated by abolitionists, C~r'~stian. ideals, tribal traditions, and his 
personal tragedies and triunZphs. This chapter will explore why Equiano penned his 
autobiography, who read the memoir, and. the irr~pact the rnexnoir h,ad on abolition and 
Equiano, personally. The chapter v~dh also show how the influences presented in the previous 
chapters culminated in his ir.~spirational autobiography. 
In the eighteenth century a print media revolution was underway. Recent innovations 
in printing allowed Equiano's charisma to i~ifluence the reading public. Newspapers were 
increasing in numbers and popularity in the late eighteenth century ~. England and 
throughout Europe. As newspapers, pamphlets, and books incre~a~~d., sa did the number of 
literate people. The growing literary crowds in Landon were encouraged by the .numerous 
editorials and the memoir produced by Equiano on behalf of his African brethren. Motivated 
by abolitionists in the united States and Great Britain, Equiano's letters and autobi©graphy 
passionately appeal for an. end to the Atlantic slave trade. 
E~laudah Equiano's book, The ~'nterestir~g .11Tarrative of the .~i~e o,~~laudah ~'~uia~aa, 
or Gustavus Massa, the ~4frican, ~ri~ten ~y ~rrrrse~'f; was among the first books to gain 
widespread readership on both sides of the Atlantic Gcean ~. the late eighteenth century. The 
~~rterestirr,g Narrative was the closest ~x~any people would cone to experiencing the Atlantic 
slave trade. ~ EquV'rano wrote his memoir urging abolition of the Atlantic slave trade. '~~bale 
1 Olaudah Equiano, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus vassc~ the 
Afr~car~ Written by Himself (Landon, 1789). The original memoir was published in two volumes with 530 
Pages. 
~~ 
Equiano was not the first to publish ~. slave narrative, his vas the most popular among literate 
audiences. Anthony Benezet, an American Quaker, authored several books in the 1 ?+~os.2
The decade of the I ??os saw the poetry of Phyllis ~U'heatley, and the heroic accounts of 
Quabna Lugano, Ignatius rancho, and Ukawsa~w Ci~ronniosa~w followed in the 1 ?8os.3 In 
their 1 X91 book, ~'~ack Writers in ~3rrtain, 1 ~6a-I c~90, Fau1 Edwaxds aid. David Dabydeen 
profiled nineteen of the ntost prominent .Afro-British writers, including Equ.iano.~ 
Qriginaliy printed in London in 1 ?~~, Equiano's ~rnemoir reached best seller status 
and was ~ui+~kly followed by eight other editions in the British Isles prior to his death in 
l ?4?.~ This success can be, in part, attributed to E uiano's promotion of the book. Another 
twelve editions were reprinted after his death. Equiano, unfortunately, did not live long 
enough. to see his peaceful c~~rade reach fruition in 18~?, when the British Parlian~►ent 
abolished the slave trade. 
dames green asserted in his I ~}5 article, "The Publis~g History of olaudah 
Equiano's interesting .1~arrative", "This book [Interesting Narrative] was one of the first 
points of contact between African narrative and ~t~'estern print culture, and a protot~~pe of the 
~ {A.11ison, ~'7~e Interesting 11~arrative, ~). Benezet was probably the best known Arneriean critic of the 
slave trade and the institution of slavery in the American colonies prior to the I~.evolutionary War. 
3 (Carretta, ~'he Interesting Narrative and tither meriting„ xij. 
~ Paul Edwards and David Dabyde~., ed., Mack T~riters in .~3ritai~ 1760-180, {]Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1 X91 }. Upon his conversion to C'hris~tianity Ukav~rsaw ~ronniosaw changed his name to James 
Albert. In c. 1 ??o he published his boob 14.1~arrative o, f tyre .~er~arkable 1'artrcu~ars in the .fife o~'.~`axnes filbert 
ti~kawsaw +Gronniosaw, .fin ~11~rican .t'rince, related ~,~ .~Iimself, ?-$. Ignatius Sancho's children published his 
letters posthumously in 1 ?8~. Sancho never rel~n~tushed his African Identity. He was also fortune to have 
Lord h~Iontagu as his pairon. 2~-25, ottobah Lugano and Etluiano were both owned by Alexander Campbell, 
though at different Mimes. Cugano's ?~ioughts and Sentiments on the ~'vil and wicked ?'ra~c of the Slavery and 
~'ommerce of'the ~ufnan Species, vras publish+edd in Condon in ~?~7. He too obtained a European name, John 
Sfia.art. 3~. 
s The memoir's edition has been microf fined and is available at the Britis~i Public Library in 
London. The revisions to later editions were na roar. The Public Re~co►rd office in London has collections of 
letters written ~ behalf of the anti-slavery movement. The +~►uakers have wonderful archives on the anti-slave 
Trade activities in both the United States and great ~rita~in. 
~~ 
uniquely African-.A►~rnerican literary genre, the slave narrative,"~ Equiano's n~e~oir was one 
of the few accounts written by a freed buck. ~ Britain to enjoy a urge readership in the 
United States. Cugano and Gronniosaw's books never gamed strong readership in America. 
Unlike the .interesting .Narrative, the accounts of most of ~quiano's conten~por~~.ries were 
heavily i~~f~.uenced by the Bible and used scripture to argue for the abc3lition of the .Atlaarxtic 
slave trade. ~quiano vas also greatly influenced by religious thought but chase to focus Qn 
his personal experiences. 
violent and i~~humane treatment of black men, women, and children was nor~~al in 
Equ.ianfl's world. As a child and young adult, Equiana witnessed firsthand the beatings and 
murders of his African brethren. I-~e, too, nearly died twice. These experiences, culminated 
in his narrative, detailing the existence of an enslaved African and his fight for freedom. 
~quiano's ability to use the written word allowed him to act as a spokesman for his fellow 
African cfluntryn2Pt1. who su#~ered front inequality, ignorance, and gr+ced. The burden of 
ending the slave trade was one Equiano and his abolitionist allies diligently fought for in 
newspapers, p; phiets, and written texts. 
With the resurgence of interest in Equiano, in the past twenty years, one ~xnds it 
difficult to believe ghat n~ other scholar has explored why he wrflte the n~enc~oir and what 
outside forces, if any, enCot~raged h:i~n. A. number of schol~a-s have looked at EquV'Eano's 
~~an~es Green. "The Publishing ~istc~ry of Ulaudah Equiano's .Interesta'ng Narrative." Slaver} anc~ 
~4bolition. Vol. I6. no. 3 December, 1 g95, ~~2. Green's article is a Gon~parative study of the reception of 
Equiano's memoir in the United states versus its acceptance in Britain. 
shortly aver being purchased by Captain Pascal, ~quiano fell into the Thames and almost drowned. 
~e was nearly beaten to death. by Dr. Perkins, who was cbrunk at the time of the beating, in savannah Georgia in 
17b5. 
~I 
travels and literary achievements; these were great aecon~plish~ments for any n~.an of his era.$
Equ.~mc~ was a proli~~c writer ar~d ardent social acti~`ist between ~.'~$~ and his death in 1'~9?, 
artd hers writings had an impor~;ant impact on the abolition rr►ovenr~.ent. 
The st~~e was set for a vocal debate ~ London, in the 1. ~7~s, regarding the abolit~an 
of t~~ slave trade. The ab0litiooists were able to voice their opinions in the many local and 
national publieat~ons, including The .~u~~ac advertiser and ~~ie Gent~e~nan 's .~1'aga~~ne 
provided public fortt~r~ for E~ui~~no and his allies.9 To aid in sl~readirtg the abolitionist 
gospel, the L,o~ndon Abolition Co~r~ittee for~x~ed ire 1 ?87. ~~ Thy rnajority of the na~embers~ip 
was cfln~prised of +~~~akers, many of whom had been actively spealking agai~~st slavery and 
the slave trade for decades. 
~ Several historians have ar~aly~ed Equiano's memoir. ~'aul Edwards, E~►uiano's Travels:.~is 
.~utahiography the .interesting Narrative of the fife of f~laudah .~►u~ar~o, yr Gustavus ~'assa ~I~Tew 'fork and 
washingtan : ~`rederick A.. Praeger, Publisher, 1967}. James walvin, .An .~frican 's L Vie: T die .~ ~e and Times ~~`' 
Glaudah Equiano, ~ 7~3-.1757, London and New York: Cassell, 1998}. ~T incept Carr~a., ~ .~ntet~esting 
Narrative and Other T~ritings, ~Nevv York: Penguin Books, 195}. ~a~bert J. Allison, ?'he interesting .Narrative 
of C~iaudah . ►uiuno T~ritten by .F~'irrzse~ {~~oston and New York: Bedford Books, ~ 995}. Werner' Sollors, ed., 
?'die .interesting 11~arrative of the ,fife of 't~~'audah .~~►uzano, yr Crustava~s T~assa, the African, l~ritten by .~Iimself. 
New York and London; '~V'. w. Norton &Company, 2000}. Fain Edward's edition focused primarily on 
Equiano's adventures. The edition Janes walvin published was based on the work of vincex~t Carretta, 
credited by scholars as having the best modern interpretation of the rr~emoir, and primarily looked at the 
publication and impact of Equian:o's memoir. Robert Allison and Werner Sollors have also edited modern 
~itions of the memoirs. ,~lison's book focused on the broader historical +context of the memoir. While 
Werner Sollor's edition included hist~ortca.hy relevant writings of c1ontemporary au~iors and modern scholars, he 
also includes criticism of the memoir. These modern interpretations remain faithful to the original publication of 
1789 unless otherwise noted. 
~ "The Public Advertiser" wa.s a largely liberal newspaper that began publication in Landon., The 
"gentleman's 11~agazine" served as a forum for die abolitionists in England. 
~° Judith Je~►~gs, The .8usir~ss o~'A~►calishing the British Slave Trade, .1783-~8a7. ~7London and 
P©rtland, O►~.: Friank Cass, t 997} 34-~6. The Lond©n Abtjlition ~cn~~mittee's membership read like a who's 
who in London society. Several in#~uential men were counted as members. Thomas Clarkson and Granville 
Sharp were two of the three non ~uak~rs adru.itted. wil.liam. Wilberforce promised cooperation but never 
officially joined. These were men of tr~rn~dous social standing. 
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~'wenty-three Quakers dad formed a si~~.iiar comla~ittee ~r~.1783. ~ ~ 1lrlenibers of the 
con~n~.ittee were From the wealthiest and best connected Q~~aker ~unilies in England and the 
United States. ~n 1787 they chose to open n~mbership to ~~ranville Sharp and Thanlas 
+Clarkson, both Anglicans. ~~ The London Abolition Co~nanuttee worked tirelessly to promote 
the abolition of the slave trade. In 1791, for example, the conam.ittee's appeal to parliament 
to stop the slave trade was defeated by a vote of 1 ~3 to 88~ 3. Parliament in 1791 had more 
pressing issues to -deal with than abolishing the slave trade. 
Equiano was encouraged to write his memoirs by several members of the LAC. ~4 
Those fighting to abolish the slave trade were pri iiy doing sa for ethical and religious 
reasons. Sohn Wesley, the founder of Methodism, was an outspoken critic of abaliti©n and a 
subscriber to Equiano's memoir in 1789. ~~ F~ev. James ~.a~~ey3 a supporter and personal 
friend of Equiano and, a witness to the treatment of west Indian plantation. slaves, wrote 
~ ~ Ibid,1-13, and 2~-24. 'The ~h~aker Abolition Comm~tte~e of 1783 included doctors, publishers and 
entrepreneurs. Among the oraiginal membership were James Phillips, Sa3muel Hoare, ~ec~rge ~farrison, and 
Joseph woods. Phillips was a London book publisher, who six years later helped Equiano distribute his 
n~.e~noir. t-Ioare was a partner in Bland and Barnett Bank. Harriscm oversaw the financial aspects of his father-
in~lavv's china ware business. 'Woods ran a wool dral~'Y taperation. Not only did these men share a similar 
religion and passion for abolition, they also were connected by an elaborate network of friendship and family. 
~e committee was later joined by 'William ~illwyn, had attended one of Anthony Benezet's, reslaected 
American. ~►u~aker and author, schools in Philadelphia; John Lloyd, a tobacco tycoon; anal fir. Thrnn.as Knowles, 
a well connected doctor. 
i2lbid, 34. Sharp was the legal representative for the Somerset and Zang eases. T`ollowing the Zca~g 
case he developed a lasting fri~dship with Equiano. Equiano was appointed to oversee the sierra Leone 
resettlement program financed by Sharp in 1787, Clarkson was an oxford graduate and supporter of Equiano's 
work. 
j3 walvin, ~nglan~ Slaves aid' .~'reec~Qm, 1776-1838. (New York: Mac~nillian, 1986) 111. 
~4 'The Landa~r~ Abolition Co~n.n~ittee comprised much of its n~e~nb~ea:~ship from ~►~~kers interested in 
abolition. The society regularly produced anti-slave Made p~'opaganda. 
i s Wesley published a pamphlet entitled, "'Thoughts o~n Slavery" in Londe, 1774. 
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about his experience ~. St. ~.itts. } 6 ~quiano's most supportive ally was ~iranville ~haa~pe~ a 
lawyer and entrepreneur, who worked tirelessly to f~~rther the anti-slave trade agenda. ~ ~ 
little is known about where ~quiano wrote the nxenioir. AS with most ir~forxnation 
regarding ~quiano's life, the n~.emoir is the only known source of ir~forrnation regarding his 
early Iife. ~t is know. that the first edition was published ~ March 179. A subsequent 
edition, ~. ~ 792, was revised at Thomas I-~ardy's harne. hardy boasted to friends, "... my 
friend ~usta~vus tTassa, the African, is now writing the n~.en~ir of his life ~n my house."' g
`rhe Inte~est~ng .Narrative was Mended to be abolitionist propaganda. 11~ost 
abolitionists were removed from the actual horrors of the slave trade. ~quiano's rr~ern~oir 
served to unite both the aristocracy and the industrial class. Histor%an ~..obert Allison, in his 
1.995 book argues, "~7Equia~no ~ s] book was intended to move different readers indifferent 
ways, but to bring ail to the same conclusion: that Equiano was a decent person that ~.id not 
deserve to be enslaved, and that therefore no African deserved to enslaved.." ~ 9 
'~ rneoir also bad song appeal for the newly formed wor~g class. A. 
connection between the industrial worki~.ng class and Equiana may seem unusual at f`~.rst, but 
as education slowly reached the lower classes in ~3~itain, literacy spread, and more people 
were introduced to Equiano's story. 1Viany could sympath~i~e with the bard wor~g ex-slave. 
~~ Ramsey's publication, "On the Treatment and conversion of Slaves" in 1784, drew considerable 
press ~ #tae "Public Advertiser" and the "~entle~nan's Magazine". IZarnsey and ~quiano had met in the mid 
177os in the 'west Indies. ~quiano later defended his friend when debates between James 'robin, a plantation 
owner, and nsey became personal, 
~' ~xranvzlle Sharp berme a "celebrity' following his role ~ the Somerset base ~ 1772. This case set 
an ixnpartant prec~~lent, stating that once a black n~.an arrived on British soil he was no longer #be prnp~rty of 
his master. 
1s As quoted in (walvin,lln ~tfrieun's .fife, 162}. see also ,~I~terno►i~s +vf ~~omcxs hardy ~3E~ondon 1832), 
15, Hardy was a Scottish shoemaker and founding member of the London ~+c~re:~ponding society. 
i~ ~Allis~~n, Ike Interesting ~t~r~atiue, 14). 
So 
Equiano had spent much of his adult life laboring +~n ships traveling between England and the 
Caribbean. This firsthand knowledge provided Equia~no with a unique perspective regard~.ng 
con~rnerce and industry. Equiano ended his original memoir in 11~arch 1'89 with a 
+discussion regarding the connection between industrialisation and the slave trade. Equiano 
argued that British manufac~g would benefit from the endi~n,g ofthe slave trade, "A 
canu~.erciai intercourse with Africa opens an inexhaustible source of wealth. to the 
~r~anufact~~g interests cif great Br~~tain, and. to all which the slave trade is an abjection,"~Q
Historians of the .~tiantic slave trade have recently begun to reexa:~n%ne data that nay 
explain the numbers of enslaved individuals and motives for the .~.tlant%~ slave trade in 
general. ~Vt~ithin the past twenty years resurgence in Atlantic scholarship ~ yielded an array 
of new hypotheses regarding the abolition movement. Some historians have decided to 
reexamine the conten~poraxy works of abolitionists and. offer new p~rspectxves, ~~~s has 
been e~cially true with. the writings of olaudah Equiano. fin. the part decade a ne~v revival 
of interest ~ Equiano's life lies produced volumes of ir~forn~ation tin hi.s literary 
accorrtplis~ents ~.nd criticism. ofhis ~,fric~an heritage.2~ ~►~any of t~►e new resources were 
critical of Equiano, though they stopped short of calling hirn an outright fraud. 
However, a number of modern scholars have recently begun to question the 
a~a:thenticity of Equiano's tnernories. Although the majority of n~.odern scholarship regarding 
z° {Equiano, Z'he I~nter~s~ing Narrative, 250. Equiano envisioned Africa and ~rcat t3ritain as 
Legitimate trading part~~ers. Equiano was aware of Africa's na~turai resources anal saw the benefits of opening 
Africa up tv European goods ninety ye;~rs before imperial colonizatioar~. Equiano pointed out in his concluding 
pages, "tridustry, ~sic~ enterprise, and mining, will have their full scope, probably as they civilize. In a word, it 
Lays open a~n ~diess field of commerce to the British manufactures and merchant adventurer." 25 L -2. 
2~ A~Iost writings from Equiano's contemporaries have been reprinted in regent editions or micaro~~~l, 
and are therefore, easily accessible. Werner Sollors' collection of +essays, ex+~erpts from ~arliam+ant, letters, has 
provided valuable insight into the a~r~ti-slave trade movanent in Britain, the United Mates, and west Indies. 
~~ 
~qu'~ano has been positive, a few vocal dissenters have recently challenged the legitimacy of 
Equiano's African heritage ate. his west fndies experience. ~.~. C~gude, in the i ~~2 article, 
"Facts into Fictions ~quiano's Narrative Reconsidered", argued that, ha~~ed on lite~~a`~'' and 
linguistic evidence, ~quiano's travel accaunt and family tradition was solely based on travel 
literature.~~ ~gude wanted to persuade the reader that so young a child would not have the 
ability to recall vivid details from his childhood. ~'heref©re, ~qu~ano must have gleaned his 
information from travel Togs, a popular genre in the Late eighteenth century. 
Presurn~g the memoir has at least some validity, it can be inferred that an eleven-
year-old would have some recollection of his native land. 'fo counter ~gude's claim that his 
n~etnoir appears to be very much like conter~~por~~ry travel guides, ~quiano vvas a literate n~an 
and earlier had the luxury o f traveling. ~-Ie nay have embellished his autobiography, but that 
does nat detract from. the n~ess~age he was advocating* ~quiano wrote his rnenloir in the late 
1 ~'8os while in his forties and thus remembering details front thi~~ty years before would not 
have been as difficult as ~gude would want the reader to believe. Most adults have the 
ability to recall in3portant events from childhood. T~ereft~re, if Equiano's memoirs are as 
C.~gude cia,in~s, then how does one explain speck details for which only a firsthand 
knowledge would account? It also seems highly unlikely that one would fail to remrernber 
being kidnapped. ~quiano's book includes names and places that have historical validity. 
This especially true after his kidnapping in about 1 ~`SS 2~ 
Za S. ~. ~gude, "Facts into Fiction: Equiano's Narrative Revisited" Research iM ~#friean .~4 mericar~ 
Litera~~re 13.1 spring ~ ~82~, 31. 
~ many dates in Equiano's me'~noir are estimates, and based on the questionable year of ~quiano's 
birth. 
t~gude is not the only historian trying to di~►credit Equ.iano's n~en~oir. vir~cent 
~arretta in l ~~~ wrote an article claiming that :J~quiano was born in South ~~rrolina, not 
western Africa as he clai~ned.~~ ~;arretta's approach di.~ered fro~.n t~gude's by arguing that 
Equiano did, in fact, have an adequate rneniory and ability to recall details from. childhood. 
arret~ta, however,. clai~r~s to have found new biographical evidence suggesting that Equiano 
was of ~►~.n~erioan heritage. arretta's argument is based on a questionable interpretation of 
naval dQc~ents and baptisn~ai. records from St. Margaret's parish church in West~~er. 
~`he accta~acy of the church record is only one of the proble~r~s with ~arreita's awed 
argun~~ent. ~arretta relied heavily on naval records which provide evidence that Equiano was 
indeed telling the ta~uth in his n~en~oir, for example, "~'he first hard evidence of Vassa's 
existence we have is the appearance of his name on ~ Aug~~:~t 1755 an the muster list of the 
.~oe~u~ek ~A~M 3~/f~7~),"~~ 'fhe people with whon3 Equi~ .o claims to have been . contact 
with, and the names of ships he mentions appear to be accurate b~~ed on admiralty record.s.~~ 
Modern ~~riters are not the ordy source of criticism. Equiano's conterr.~poraries also 
disagreed with his mounts. warner Sollars' book, a .InterestYn~ .N~rrrative, published in 
000 has devoted an enure section to criticism ofthe n~ernoir. Included in Sollors' book 
24 ~arretta, vincent, "t~laudah Equiano or C;~stavus vassal .,A~ New Light mn an Eighteenth-~entt~r 
Question 4f Identity' Slavery arr~ Ab©1 ition:.~ ~ou~rnal of Slave an~c~ ~"©st~slave S'o~cieties 20.3 (~7e+cemb~r ~ ~9), 
9~7, Much of arretta's argument is based on the article written by ~gude. Both offer little in the way of 
c~vnvincing arg~u~nents anal the majority of scholars have avoided the heritage question. 
z~ Ibid, l~ ~ ~ It is arnpartant to reao~e~nber that Equiano's date of birth in the memoir is approxi~rnate. 
26 Ibid, 100-101. ~`he~ce is no +doubt that I.,t. Michael ~en~ry Pascal did a►wn Equiano and together made 
several sea voyages. ~'arretta, v~~ile attempting to place Equinao~s bi~~thplaee in "~arolina", Hated that the 
~gdeM, a slave ship, re~.ched the African coast at the approximate location o~ Equiana's departure an 1 ~'S 3 and 
arriv+~d back ~arbadas in the sut~vmer of 174, ~.JnfOri:unately no records survive regarding the human cargo on 
the ~?gden. Accc~rd~ing to naval records Equiano joined Paschal in Septernbor 175. 
J~ 
were editorials written by ~'h~.ry wolls~onecra~, Richard raug~~, and Lydia Mama Child..' 
~ollstonecra~, a writer and activist, critici:~ed the ~rnen~.air far being too long and 
complicated. She felt the ~xiemoir should have concluded with Equiano purchasing hM.s 
~rreedom. Richard ~©ugh, too, found the second volume su r ,uous, "The first volume 
treats of the manners of his countr,~nen, and his own adventures till he obtained his freedom; 
the second, from that period to the present, is uninteresting; and his conversion to methodisn~. 
aversets the whole.'~28 Child's only conarph~a.nt is the "simplicity" in which the Interesting 
.Narrative was written..29
lJespite the criticism, the f~'rrst edition. of the .interesting Narrative enjoyed enarrnous 
con~na~.ercial success. Equiano sold his bo©k through subscription. James walvin maintains in 
his book .,~ n ~4~riean 's .~ Vie: The .~ ~e and Times of f~laud~rh .E~►uiano, 1 ~'4S`-1 ~9 ~ that Equiano 
chase the subscription n~ethad for d.%stributing his ~nernoir for two sound reasons. First, 
Equiano was not wealthy and, therefore, did n©t personaihy have the means to produce the 
two volun~.e ~.utobic~graphy himself. Secondly, Equ:i~ana's previous ~.nancial dealings with 
non-abolitionists had lei hin~ distr~~tsting them.30 Subscription was a popular method of 
publis~g books and essays ~. England in the Tate eighteenth centuxy and generally used by 
people lacking the ~eces;~~ry capital to seek an established publisher. 
~'( ~ollors, .interesting Narrative, 2967, and 3tl ~ }. V~ollstanecraft wrote her "an~ony~nous" editorial in 
17$9 shrrtiy aver the mem©ir was originally published. v~neent Carretta has been credited with tracing the 
review to ~`ollstonecraft. Richard dough's editorial was published in the June 1789 volume of the 
gentleman's Magazine. Lydia Maria +C;hi.ld's review was printed in the 183os. C'hi1d, an American., republished 
the memoir far school children in New 'York City. 
~s ~Sollors, interesting NarratYve, 297). This review was published in the June 17$9 edition of the 
~ntleman's 11~`agazine, page 5~9. 
~ Ibid, 3a 1. 
~0 ~~'Valvin, .An African's ~ife.161 ~. 
~~ 
The subs~criptit~n ~x~thod of sales proved successful, with sales from the first edition 
totaling app►raxi Gately £ l Q~ sterling. Lists Qf subscribers for each printing were carefully 
m~.intained far each of the ~e editions published in Equiano's lifetime, "By the ninth 
edition ~ l X94}, the original 32 l subscribers had increased to 8{l~, wit~i lists of English, Irish, 
a std scattish buyers."~' Lists of subscribers to previous editions were paced in the front of 
each nevv publication to garner credibility. To safeguard his writings Equiana had the 
n~en~+~ir registered.~~ Not only is the nu~rnber of subscribers irnpress~ve, but t~~ diversity of 
his audience is particularly varied. . Tl~e gender of the readers at~d sociv~-econan~ic fact+~rs 
show the widespread name of the audience. The relatively large nun~.ber (about 11 percent) 
of women subscribers should not be surprising because a lot of women were actively 
supporting n~~any social and p~orlitical causes in England in the late eighteenth. cent~~ 
including a~lishing the slave trade.33 The baol~ appealed to so n~.any groups in society: 
artisans, ~iclaard ~osway and Josiah ~wedgewaod; writers, Thomas ~'aine and Mary 
wnllst+~necra#l; and n:~enabers of the aristocracy.3~ Nlen~.bers cif the royal family also 
subscribed to the rne~noir.3~ Nearly ten percent of the original subscribers were churcharnen. 
3' f ~arretta, ?~~e interesting .~arrcr~ive, xv}. ,A compete fisting cif subscribers ems. be found in the 
~pppendiX. According to walvin's fig~~res as quoted from James ~ireen, "The publishing history of C)laudah 
Equiano's Interesting .1~~rative" A,bo~itiQn and Slavery vol. 1 ~ no. ~ ,1995, 365, the following figures note 
numbers of subscribers outside of Landon: 211 in Hull, S ~ in Bristol, 248 in Norwich, and 1 SR ~ Edinburgh, 
l 64. 
~~ ibid, Xv, Equiano registered his original edition by submitting nine copies to the stationer's 
company on March 24, 1789. H+~ fe►llowed the same process with the first one volume edition in t~ctober 1'~9~. 
3~ wc~naien were also active in the penitentiary reform movement and improving the education system. 
34 Ib~d, Xv, see also (James ~.~1'e~1, "Publ~Shmg HL!~~'y," ~~}. 
3s ~~arr~ta, Inter~es~ing ~V~xrrative, 15}. The Prince of wales, ~e of ~`ork, and Lie of ~umb~rland 
each purchased copies of the baol~. 
~~ 
The n~aarketing of the .interesting .1'Varrat~ve, which so ki for seven shillings? ~uvas 
platnned by l quiano. ~~ The n~.en~oir vas distributed by well-respected book sellers carefully 
chosen by the author. Two of the more noteworthy sellers were Thomas Lackingtt~n grid 
Joseph ~a~r. ©n.~ ?̀ I~ue to the popularity of the rnexnoir new editions were printed ~.ne 
times in the tTnited ~gdoxn. In fact, "By the end of 1 ~~~ Equiano had issued a second 
edition. A third followed in 179x, a fourth ~cras published in I~►ublin in 179 l , a ~ ~~. in 
Edinburgh. in 1792, two more in London in 1793. The eighth was issued in Norwich in 1 "~}~ 
and the ninth. in Landon. that s~~xne year."38 The n~en~oir was first published in Noah ~~nerica 
~ 1791, and was simultaneously being translated into Ger~~aan. and Russian.39 To 
encourage distribution in outlying areas Bquiano went on a boob tour to personally promote 
his product. ~Tini Badgers published an account of Equiano's enterprising spirit in Belfast, 
noting that "wring his entixe stay in Ireland, from May 1791 to the end of January 172, 
~quiano Bald 1, 900 copies of his book--almost as many as the Irish sales of Toni Fame's 
fights o~'.,~t~an. "~° Equiano's stay in Belfast brought hin~: into contact with radical politics. 
his Lost, Sam Neilson, was well known for his radical political views, earning hi~n the 
nickname "The Jacobin" by Wolfe Tone and Thomas Bussell.4~ Despite the personal 
36(Walvin, An African's Life, 161 }. Latex- single-volume oditions could be porchased far f ve shillings. 
37 Ibid, xv. These men also distributed books by Williat~n Blake, Thomas Paine, and 14lary 
Wollstc~necrafl. 
3s Ibid, I6 l . The total sales from ~nteres~ing .1~ar~ative provided a respectable sung of ~ 1. UQo 
sterling. 
39 Ibrd, 1 ~ 1. 
40 Nini R+adgers, ~q►r~iano and anti-slavery in EYghteenth-Cent~y l~elfc~st, {fi~►e Bel~~st Sa~iety ~ 
ASSUCIatlUn with the Ulster ~1St4r1Ca~ ~41ffidatlUn, 2000}, 4. 
4~ Ibid. Neilson was a wool draper and editor of the 1~or~hern 'tar. Neilson's radicalism created 
tensi~ amongst dissidents, especially Tone and Russell. Tone became a radical pamphleteer following an 
unsuccessful law career and Russell was a founding member Qf the united Irishmen. See also a letter from 
Martha McTier to William. I~cex~nen (Public Record t3~xee of Northern Ireland, Drennen papers, T765f 1/365); 
~~ 
animosity grov~►~ing between Tone and Neilson, Equiano seized the op~orltunity to spread the 
abolitionist's message and aided Tone in distributing his pamphlets regarding workers rights. 
Equiano also met, aid was befriended by, Thomas Digger. ~`~ The n~en~oir's popularity 
raised the author to celebrity status and, ntore importantly, spread the abolitionist message 
throughout England, Ireland, and Scatla~nd. 
The ~exnoir's success continued on the other side ofthe Atlantic. The reception in 
the United states was very positive, ̀ ~quaino's motive stands out as the only new English 
Literary work reprinted in America in 1791."43 ~an~es {3reen's analysis of the ~►.n1er}can 
readership noted that it was smaller than in England, and prixna~rily focused in New York, 
Philadelphia, and Middleton, Cannecticut.`~ Ail sales a.n the United Mates were done with€~ut 
Equaino's assis~:ance. 
willian~ Duren, the New '~'©rk distributor, bused his sales on copies of ~quian©'s one 
volume 179 edition. Using the subscription xnethad, as Equiano had done %n the United 
~gdonx, Durell said 3 ~ ~ copies to 127 people in the Hudson River vicinity.4g The New 
Bartlett (ed.~ fife off" ~'©r~s, 1 ~ f . Regardless of Neilson's reputation he was a valuable airy for ~quianc~ ~n the 
fight for the a~lition of the slave trade. 
4z Ibid. ~ and L.H. Pa~c-sons, "The mysterious Nor. I3igges" in I'~~Iliam and .Mary ~h~rterly, 3~. ser. 22. 
(~'~65), 490. s~ also ~.w. Purcell, Jr., "'niomas Digger and William Pearce, an ex~nple of h~an.sit of 
technology," ~illiarn and .teary ~hrart~rly, 3~. ser. 21. { ~ 464), S S2. Digger was indeed a man of questionable 
morals. ~-Ie had immigrated to Ireland out of necessity. Due to questionable financial dealings he was no longer 
welcome in his native IViaryland. once in Ireland he quickly gained notoriety f©r his radical beliefs and was 
known t4 be involved. in several questionable business dealings. 
a3(James green., ̀ publishing History," 368). Equiano did not p ~a►lly produce this edition ar profit 
from it. 
44 Ib~d, ~6'~~~0. 
~s Ibid, 369. ~~urell a book printer and seller sold the American edition for four shillings, 
approximately one dollar. 
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fork edition, unlike those published in England, was not coveted by abolitionists. ~n fact 
Duren did not pursue abolitionists ,uvhen seeking su.bscr~bers.4~' 
In Philadelphia, Durell said 1 OS copies, which represent about a third of all American 
sales.' T`he venture in Philadelphia app~~'s to be a purely pro~xt motivated n~.arket. Green. 
found no evidence +~f abolitionists or Friends being targeted for the memoir. 
The m~earnozrs marketing and distribution in the ~annecticut region was accc~n~plished 
by ~s;aac Riley, a young entrepreneur, ~vvho was supported by the Alsops f<unily.~s The irony 
behind. the Alsop's, .funding of Riley's business, was their huge personal sla~re holdings, 
among the largest in the region. green notes that the ALsops may have been personally 
in~uenced by the memoir, "c:3ne fact about them. [Alsops] is teasing, however: they freed 
their slaves in 1'794."¢9 '67Vas this an economic move or did ~tluiano's memoir cause him to 
free his slaves? 
Sales afEquiano's rr~exnoir in. the TJnited States continued through the early 
nineteenth century.S° The books bought through subscription account for about half of the 
bot~ks believed purch~.sed be#ween 1'791 and 1803. while the motives for the American 
4b Ybid, 369-'~~. C~ly one of the aboliticmists present at the 1794 c©nventicm was on the list of 
sub~seribers, Rev, William Roger. The list does, however, include a number of ~~i~akers ar~d baptists. 
~' Ibid, 3 7Q. elf the 1 U~ copies sold by Duren in Philadelphia, ~ Qa were sold to 'Thomas Dobson, a 
bock seller. 
~sIbid, 37Q~71. Riley's .store, bankrolled by the Alsc~ps, sold 6I~ copies. The Alsops fortune came from 
trading in the west Indies. Alsaps svn John would later become Riley's business partner. 
a~ ibld, 371. Did. tli.e memoir act as a catalyst ar were they facing econ+c~mic pressures. This is a 
subject for further study. 
so Ibid, 371. Booksellers in Boston, Albany and New Fork, southern part of the state, continued tt~ 
distribute and profit from the .~r~terestirtg .Narrative for a decade following its X ~'} I inauguration in the 1Jnited 
Mates. 
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edition varied from those published by Equiana on the other side of the Atlantic, the results 
were positive by both audiences. 
Folla~ing Equiano's death in march 1'~9~, the memoir was reprinted three mare 
tunes ~. England and the ~.Tnited Mates, "In 1 ~ ~ 4, dining renewed debate over slavery, a new 
edition appeared in England. In 1829 Abigail Field I"vlott published a sharte~ed, illustrated 
version of Equianass start' to be given as a ~ to black pupils in mew fork's Free African 
school. Issas I~:napp, a business partner of abolitionist Willi.~tm Lloyd ~#arrison, published 
the entire .~llarrat~ve in 183'x, reaching back to Equiana to restate the caw~e against slavery."s~ 
The impact of The interesting Narrative i.s challenging to deter~nEne because s'o ale 
has been written an the subject. ~onten~parary authors have chosen to ignore the nlc~tivati©n 
behiind the publication and the hit of the memoir. 'his could be explained, in part, due to 
lack of physical evidence remaining from the late eighteenth century. Another possible 
explanation is lack of Merest. l~at until the late twentieth cent~~ry does one find reference to 
Equiana's legacy in print, when Hobert .Allison devoted a couple ~►f pages to the subject in 
hi.s edition of The interesting .Narrative. sa The book remained a vital propagandists' tool as 
long as slavery and the slave trade were bei.~.g practiced. with the end of the trade in 180' 
and slavery in Britain in 1832 the memoir became obsolete as abolitionist propaganda. ` `hat 
is not to say the book has no value, "Equi,~.no's book survives as a record of one man's 
lifelong struggles and renunds us of the millions who did not live to tell their stories."s~ 
Equiano's story continues to inspire and educate. 
s ~ ~Rabe7t A1ltson. The .Interesting Narn-atYve, 21-22), 
s~Ibid, 21-23. 
s3 ~1~~s~an, ~~terest~ng Narrative, 22), as quoted from A.u-na Bonteznps, Great Slave Narratives 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 19G9}, xiv. 
~quiano vvas an intensely private person despite publishing his autobiography. 
I~nfartunately, very fe~v documents survive written by Equiano. ~quiano wrote one sentence 
referencing his marriage in later editions, "I then event to ~ohan~ in Cambridgeshire ~E~aving 
previously been to London], and vas married on 7~ of April to 1Vliss Cullen, daughter of 
James and A,nn Cullen, late of~ly."S~ Affer his ninth edition in 179 Equiano vanishes. 
There vas never any n3.ention regarding the births of his daughters or his wife's death in 1 ~'~~ 
in his autabiography~ historians and other scholars; therefore, must rely on the letters, 
newspaper editorials, memoir, and ~quiano's will. 
Ibis short term legacy can be judged. by those he personally touched in his lifetime. 
Ibis wife and two daughters benefited from the monetary success of the memoir. upon 
reaching the age of n~a jority his daughter Johanna inherited ~95Q sterling. ss The Abolitionist 
movement received a boost from ~,quiano's bittersweet porltrayal cif slavery. John Lesley, a 
founder of Methodism, was read the memoir on `s death bed in ~ 791.3 Qn~ of the 
measures ofEquiano's success was the number of subscribers. Thawands of cropies of the 
memoir were sold between 1789 and 179, Thousands more have been purchased since his 
death in 1797. 
The 11~arrati~e has gone through over twenty editions since ~quiano published the 
first two-volume edition in 1789. The long term legacy of Equiana nay never be fully 
~ (Carre~ta., Interesting Narrative, 235). see alp Gentleman's Magazine for April 119, Literary and 
Biographiea~ Magazine and British review for May ~ x`92, and the rdinbnrgh I~istorical register ar M~rrth~y 
Intel~iger~er for April 1792. 
ss Ibid, ~ l . ~quiano died when Johanna v~~as only two, while his other daughter .~~na Maria, died in 
childhood. The average working family c©uld live well on £4~ sterling annually. With ~9~o sterling ~t~hanna 
would have been wealthy by early nineteenth-century standards. Johanna's f©rtune would be the equi~valor~.cy of 
$7~,t~. 
~~ (~ 'etta, Interesting 1~arrative, ~xvii}. Wesley noted the memoir in his personal journal. wesley in 
1774 published his own pamphlet, ̀ =Thoughts on Slavery" urging an end to the slave trade. 
~V 
realised. fart Qf the long term legacy vas the eventual ab►alition of the slave grade in 1807 
and the institution of slavery ended in l 8~~, historians and literary critics cant￼nue to 
investigate the impact of ~'~e .~ntet~esti~g 11~ar~rative. The recent interest in ~quiano has 
revitalised. the study of his writings. 
The slave narrative ,genre was just coning into vogue when Fquiano penned his life's 
story. ~e was arguably the most well mown African author in London ~. the closing 
decades of the eighteenth cent. his fame came partly do to ground-brewing worl~s of 
Ignatius saneho and. Quabna ugano.~~ I3nli~e many of his afro-~~ritish conte~npc~raries, 
Equiano's charismatic nature and impressive list of supporters distanced hi.~nseif hrorn many 
other activists ~af the late eighteenth-cent. 
As many of his abolitionist allies were v~~ting tracts on the evils of the Atlantic slave 
trade, based on secondhand l .ow%dge, ire ~nterestin~ 1t~a~rative is an intirr~ate account a~ 
the hardships ~quiano faced while living in the united Mates, West Indies, and England. 
The most profound legacy is not the ~nemair itself, but v~hat it represents. Equiano dedicated 
the la:~t decade of his life to eradicating the slave tr~~d.e. 
~' tb~d, 1GO.~e letters of Igna~us Sancho hid ~~n published. p~~thumc~sly ~n 1782. €~uo~aa 




un~erau.s e~teraa.l and ~ter~~al factors contributed to ~quiano's success, nth 
fancial and personal. ~quiano was inspired by Christian teacl~~ngs and nakorals, by hi.s 
rect~llections of African tribal fife in Benin, by the trials and tribulations associated with h~ 
enslavement, and by his supporters. ~e in tern. motivated and educated. many an the ho c 
circumstances surrounding the Atlantic slave trade. Where is no evidence that ~quiano was a 
shameless self-pran~oter, fraud, or driven by greed, i-~is intentions aid. motivations appear to 
be genuine. ~quiano was a savvy business nlan, a freed slave, arid. a cr~~~ader f+~r Afric,an's 
rights. Eq~o devoted the la~~t decade of his life to abolis~g the Atlantic slave trade. 
~e motivated supporters with the written word and through personal contacts. ~3is 
naen~.oir, editorials, and letters served as abolitionist propaganda and introduced tlhaus~nds to 
the plight of enslaved Afri+~ans. his is the only "v©ice o~ .erica" during the first phase of 
abolition, c. ~.'~83-~ 1'19, that wrote solely to raise awareness. ~ his cantempor;~ries, sancha?
~uguano, artd ~rro~u~iosaw, were more cc~neerned with the ethical and religious ran~.i~cations 
of slavery. 
Equiano's success can be ta.~ed back to his ~boan upbringing. :~quiana was proud of 
his herit~~.ge and. it showed. a included his African nay in the title of the nlen1air and also 
included the phrase "The African" to dismiss any doubt of his eth~~.city. The oboe customs 
and values learned in childhood remained with ~quiano; the traditions and rituals, which 
Equianc~ learned as a +child while primitive and primal by modern accounts, provided s~:ability 
~ Equiano was not the only liberated slave to publish material in the late eighteenth centl~ry; however, 
he was the only one doing sa to advance the abolitionist movement. Sancho, ~ugana, and Cronniosavv each 
had religion n~t~tivations. 1`~cme of these men were able to compete with Equiano's astonishing experiences or 
contacts. 
~~ 
and continuity in adulthood ~ Equiano's letters and editorials typically included phrases 
identil~ring hin~. as an .~.fri~ tr~u~splanted %n England, "Lately of that inj~.red and oppressed 
class of n~en, the injured African"~ or simply "'1,he ~ppre~s~►ed ~~fric~an.."~ 
~'ribal norms were not the only influence %n Equiano's life. ~`hristianity was 
izitrodu~ced to Equiano by Captain pascal; however, sources do not discuss Pascal's 
spirituality. Equiano's religious conversion at age twelve was particularly meaningful. 
.~.ccepting Christu~nity vas one of the stages of assin~.ilation that Equiano und~ent as an 
adolescent. Equiana's relationship with. the Church of England was not always positive. 
Equiano's request to become an African mission~~.ry in the late 177os was denied by the 
Bishop of London. Equiano was able to repair his shaky relati©nship with the bishop of 
London prior to the publication of his memoir in 1789.$
Another indication of Equiano's success as a cras~ad.er was not only his ability to 
relate to Blacks, and his religious backgrownd, but also hi.s personal experiences. His travels 
allowed him to witness in~.portant historical milestones, the Seven Fears mar, the Arctic 
exploration, and slavery in its rr~any foams zn the Western he~rnisphere. Equiano had firsthand 
kno~vvledge regarding the "Ini.ddle passage," slave auctions, and plantation slavery. 
x Chambers, "may own Nation; '8 i -82). sac~fices were routinely made to the gods. 
3 (Carre~ta, Tie Interesting Narrative and Other writings, 9}. Excerpt from a letter written on 
Equiano's behalf by ten advocates for abolition: Rev. ~. walker, John Dorris, Joseph Rigsby, Rector, St. 
Peter's, Samuel Smith, John 't~right, ~'. Wakefield, T. Bolton, Thomas ~awksley, S White, ~.T3., and J 
I-Hancock. 3~Ione of these inc~lviduals went on to purchase c©pies of the xnemc~ir. 
4 Ibid, 338. Equiano wanted to draw attention to the fact that Africans were not subhuman and capable 
of contributing to society. `Phis lettex to the editor of The .~ft~rning Chronicle and LO~rdOn ~#dvert%er was 
written Jane 25, 1.788 and published two days later. 
s As mentioned in chapter four Equiano's request to become an Anglican missionary in Africa was 
denied. 
~3 
~.s fortunate as he was to be purchased by Campbell, Pascal, and ~g and introduced 
to i~~luential n~.en, he also knew the dark side of slavery. ~.i.dnapped at age eleven, he was 
robbed of a `typical" childhood by slave dealers in the West Afirican kingdom. of Benin, 
resent da ~Ti eria.~ due to ~~s solar he vas harassed b slave dealers e~ Ioited b sailt~rs p ~` g Y ~ ~ y 
and ~nerehants, and left far dead aver a terrible beating in Savannah, Georgia. These ho c 
events inspired his ~.ght for abolition. 
Equiano was not a typical eighteenth-centz~.ry n~an. As mentioned in chapter four 
Equiano's personal life anyt~g but ordix~Ery. He was well treated by Pascal and I~r. Irving, 
for~~nally educated. by the Guerin sisters, informally taught himself to cut hair, vvas ~tna~cially 
weH off, leaving al.n~.ost £ ~ o0o sterling to his daughters, and baptised wit~un a buck. of 
Parli ent.~ 
Equiano stands out, not only became he was the first ,African to u:se his 
autobiography as propaganda to end the Atlantic slave trade, but because he befriended 
remarkable company. His ail lances within the London abolition community were undeniably 
valuable in ~hering his agenda. He was encouraged by dames Ramsey, Crranv~lle Sh~~rp, 
and Thomas Hardy to pen his life's story. He had the backing of members of the royal 
fan~.ily and parliaarnent. ~V~~at surely seemed a normal existence to Equiano still a~na~es 
readers over two hundred years later, 
~ There is no evidence to con~irrn which country the slave dealers were from. 
' Each Qf theses items is fairly unremarkable by itself, ~t ~o~bined show a very uncharacteristic life. 
king well treated vas not uncommon for domestics. Sieves living in urban areas g~terally ate and dressed 
better than heir contemporaries working o~n plantations. ~~1any sieves were provided with a basic education so 
they could keep records. Learning a skill or trade was also very commcm in the eighteenth century. Here are 
~e two exceptions that make Equiano unusual. The average skilled cxa~sman earned about ~~~ per year. 
Equian©'s book proceeds made h~ a very wealthy man. The location of Equiano's baptism, St. Margaret's 
church in 'VVestn~inster, t~t'as also p~~uliar. 
~. late eighteenth-century London, Tacks made up less than five percent of the 
population. Eq~iano was the only one in this small minority conu~nunity to obtain the respect 
of abolitionists and internation~~l exposure with his nnemoir. Equ ~o knew that he could be a 
motivating frsrce in the abolition community. He led by example, His first hand experiences 
as a slave in the .A.~rnetican colonies and Caribbean introduced the dark side of international 
trade to thousands of readers on both sides of the ,Atlantic ocean. motivating people like 
3~ohn Alsop to free his slaves within two years of reading Equiano's memoir. 
Equiana, while inspired to write his memoir by very i~npor#:ant rnen in society, also 
worked hard to i~~fluence others, Equ'ra~a~.o's mem~air touched the hearts and lives off' 
thousands of people during his lifetime and after his death. 7~ie ~nterestirtg 1Varratxve was so 
popular that nine editions had to be printed in Equiano's lifetime. The lists of subscribers 
attest to Equiano's salesmanship. The names of subscribers are a ~Vh©'s ~~ho i.~. British high-
society. Some of the most pronunent subscribers would be the Prince of Wales, heir to t~~e 
throne, bishop of London, Archbishop t~f Dublin, and Duke of ~or~k. 
Equ'~an.Q capitalized on his connections and demonstrated tf~at with deter~manation 
anyone can overeon~.e obstacles and fulfill their drea~rns. Equiana died in 1757, a decade 
before his drea~rn was realized. In 1807 the Atlantic slave trade was abolished. Equiano's 
success and nlativational power did not die with hin~. Equiano's success can also be 
explained, in part, due to the large investment of time and energy .he devoted to abolisl~►ing 
the slave trade. fn the last decade of his life it became clear that the attitudes regarding 
abolition were changing. Abolitionists grew in strength and numbers during the list two 
decades o#` the eighteenth century ~. England. ~Tu~xnerous paa~nphlets, correspondence, and 
newspaper coverage attest to the groom desire too abolish the Atlaantic slave trade. By the 
~~ 
late ~. ~~os abolitionists had won a s~a~all victory. ~n 3uly 178 ~qu ~no anti ~~re other freed 
slaves wrote a poignant letter to the ~.ght h+~norable willianZ Fitt, Prue lVlirti.ster o~~reat 
Britain. 
fir, 
we will not presume to trouble you with many words. we are persons of colour, happily rel~~ 
from the co~m~on calamity, ar~d desirous of leaving at your door, in behalf of our t3re~threa, an the coast of 
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~'arllament finally agreed to discuss the problems associated with trade. ~~.is was 
politically risky because so arty people were econonriically tied to n~ercanti.lisnt and 
p►~tation slavery in the Caribbean and United States. An©then small victory Gan~.e in 17~ ~ 
when the douse of Con ions voted and narrowly defeated a bill to end the .Atlantic slave 
trade. The success lies in the e~pos~~re of the problem, the slave trade. Debates continued 
until l.'~93 when the fear of revolution put abolition on hold until the French Revolution was 
resolved. A decade later th:~s second phase was successful in abolis~g the trade, not end 
slavery. Th~~t did not occur until ~ ~2~. ~quiano's story continued #o inspire abolitionists 
well aver his de~.th. The memoir was available to abolitionists in the United Mates in the 
nineteenth ce~t~. ~t least twelve editions were published in some for~cnat after Equ.ianoss 
death. 
8~Carretta, ~e .Interesting Narrative, 342} as quoted from T ~C .Mor~rxr~,g C ~rielc artd .~rrdon 
~ic~vertiser on July 1 S, 1788. A nearly Identi+c~l letter was published iri the same paper for Charles Janes Fox, 
another in~uential 1Vlember of Parliament. 
~~ 
~quiano's personal experiences inspired hin~ to crusade for an end to the Atlantic 
slave trade, the socio~econon~~.c venture that devastated the lives of hundreds of thousands of 
Africans. Equiana's voice lent credence to what the ~►u~akers aid other abolitionists mere 
saying. '~`he closing para,~~raph of his memoir stated, "...that a:~rriost every event of any Iife 
n~~ade an impression on any n~.i~nd, and i~atf#.uenced my conduct."~ 
I~ete~~mmining the in~.p~act of an individual's accon~plislaxnents and i~~.#~uence is not an 
easy task, especially, when that person lei little in the way of written records, ~.e pa~~~age 
of tin~.e has not made this task any easier. ~ev~~spapers have been. niicro~In~ed and ~gniano = s 
original memoir exists, several ship inventories and muster lists identi~~r ~quiana ar~d his will 
also provides essential clues to his personal life, T-~c~wever, a Iot of i~~for~x~ation has 
disappeared or never e~.isted to start with, and consequently scholars have to infer 
information. based on knowledge of the time period. 
much work still needs to be lane regarding Equiano ~ s n~erno ir, his activities late in 
life, and his f~~rnily. ~anleone needs to research the background ofthe subscribers. James 
~rreen.'s article has opened the door for further scho larship. ~ ° green food an the 1 ~'~ 1 
d~~tribution in the united States and there are gaps in his s+~halarship that need to be filled, 
Another mystery associated with ~quiano is his activities and physical location from 1'~g44 
l ~9'~. Where was he and what was he doing in theses final years of his Iife? ~`inally, 
precious little is known about his wife and daughters. someone needs to do more research of 
g{~qu~ana, The .interesting .Narratx~ve, 255). 
~© green, "The bushing history of CJ~audah ~quiana'~ Interesting.11~arrative" Slavery and ~~olitiQn: 
A Journal of Slavery and host Slavery So►cienes, December 195). Green's article focuses on the distribution 
in the United states in the 1790s. 
~~ 
Equiano's family history. Genealogy is gr4v~ing in popularity and. this is an ©pporl~unity for a 
researcher to answer n~a~y unknov~ms. 
Equiano was never alone in his cr~~►ade to end the institution that robbed him of his 
family at the age of eleven. ~e was inspired by Granville sharp's determination, Thomas 
~ardy's courage, and his own Afr%can heritage. As an adult he motivated others to ,loin his 
.ght to free his A.fric;an Brethren from the grip of the Atlantic slave trade. This was not an 
easy task because so ~~ny depended on the trade for their livelihoods and lux:u~ry products. 
Equiano proved he vas not a quitter by overcoming numerous obstacles. ~Ie has gone down 
in history as ooe of the great ,activists of the eighteenth cent~~ry. ~lis financial success a~tso 
attests to his ability to i~ uence others. his promotional tour of Ireland in l 79~ l netted over 
one thousand sales. I-~is ability to motivate and influence people did n©t die v~ith him 
Evidence of Equiano's inspiration continues to be seen in rnuseurn e~l~ibits, in scholastic 
art les, books, and papers, and excerpts of his memoir can be found in source books for 
students of literature and history. Equiana's legacy and i~~#1.uence continues to grow. 
the ori~ina~ list of subscribers can be found in Vincent C.arrrrctta's, ~la~~`a~i ~'~~iar~v: The 
interesting Nar-r~ative a~a~ (~the~ riti~tgs, ~ 17-3~ 1. ~arretta's boob also ~ntains the 
subscription lists for A~n~rica, England, Ireland, and Scotland. 
~3 
Qrig~al Subscribers 
His Royal Highness the Prince of dales 
His Royal Highness the fake of Fork 
A. 
The Right Hon, Earl of Ailesbnry 
Ad~al Af .eck 
~lr. w%llian~ .Abingdon 
11rir. John ,~,bra~~~.m 
James Adair, Es~q. 
Reverend Mr. Aldridge 
l~lr. John .Alnlan 
14~rs. .A►x~ot 
Mr. Joseph Armitage 
1Vlr. Joseph Ashpinshaw 
~!ir, Samuel Atoms 
fir. John Atwood 
Mr. Thorr~as Atwood 
IVIr. Ashwell 
J.C. Ashwt~rth, Esq. 
B 
His ~~~ce the duke of Bedford 
Her C~raCe the Duchess of Buccleugh 
The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Bangor 
The Right I.3on, Lord Belgrade 
Rev, doctor Baker 
R~lrs, Faker 
11~Iatthew Baillie, M,i~, 
1~lrs. Baillie 
Miss Baillie 
Miss J. Baillie 
David Barclay, Esq, 
Mr. Robert Barrett 
1VSr. w'illia~n Barrett 
l~lr. John Barnes 
Mr. John Barnett 
1V~r. Baten:~an 
l~lrs, Baynes 
Mrs Thomas Bellamy 
11~1r. J. Be ~a~eld 
Mr. wi.11iam Bennett 
iVlr. Beesley 
l~lr. Saxr~uel Benso~x 
l~~rs. Be~.ton 
i2.ev. Mr, Beastly 
Mr. 'Thomas Bentley 
Sir John. Berney, Bart. 
Alexander Blair, Esq. 




Mrs. E. Bouverie 
 Brand, Esq. 
Mr. il~artin Brander 
F.J. Bro~+►rn., Esq, 
~. But#~all, Esq. 
Mr. Bu:~tort 
~r~r. ~..L.B. 
Mr. Thous Burton 
1"1!~r. w. Burton 
The Right Hon. Lord Carthcart 
The Right I ion. I-~. . +~onway 
Lady A.l~a Carpenter 
Jan~.es Carr, Esq. 
Charles Carter, Esq. 
Captain John Clarkson of the R.ayal l~Tavy 
The ~.ev. ~!lar. Thorr~as Clarkson 
l~lr.1~. Clay 
1Vfr. ~'~lilliam Clout 
Mr. +~-eorge Club 
IVIr. John Cobb 
Miss Calwell 
Mr. Thoe~,as Cooper 
Richard Cosvvay, Esci. 
Mr. Janes Co~.e 
~ • J.C. 
Mr. Croucher 
Mr. ~ruicksh~ax~ks 
Ottobah Cugano, or Johe Stewart 
~V 
D 
~ie Right H(311. the Earl o~ Dartmouth 
The Right -Ian. the Earl a~ Derby 
~ it W i~li~m. Da ben, ~3art. 
R.ev. ~. E. De ~oetlogt~n. 
John. Delen~ain, Esq. 
~lrs. Delen~ain 
lVlr. Davis 
1Vir. William Denton 
1VIr. T. Dicl~ie 
1V.lr. 't~illi~~n Dicl~san 
hvlr. ~la~arles Duly 
~►.ndrew pond, Esq. 
11r1r. George Durant 
E 
The Right Hon. the Earl of Essex 
The Right Hon. the Countess cif Essex 
Sir Gilbert Elliot, Bart. 
Lady Anne Erskine 
G. Nosh Edwards, Esq. M.P. 
Mr. Durs Egg 
Mr. Ebenezer Evans 
The Reverend Mr. John Eyre 
Mr. William Eyre 
F 
1VIr. George Fallc~wdown 
Mr. John Fell 
F.W. Foster 
The ~.eVerend ~!~r. Faster 
I~lr. J. Frith 
V~. Fuller, Esq. 
G 
The Right Hon. the Eaxl a~ Gainsborough 
The Right Hon. the Earl of Grt~svenQr 
The Right Hc~n. Visc. Gallv~ay 
The ~.ight Han. Viscountess Gall~ray 
 Gardner, Esq. 
~lrs. ~ia~rriek 
11~1r. JohnGates 
~!~r. ~axnuel Gear 
Sir Philip G ibbes, Bart. 
~i.ss. G ibbes 
~r. Edward ~'Jil~~ert 
~. Jonathan tJ~llet# 
W.P. G~ll~ess, Esq. 
Mr. Gordan 
I~r. Grange 
fir. William ~ rant 
fir. John Grant 
Mr. IZ. Green'~ng 
~. mo ths 
John Grove, Esq. 
~Irs. Guer . 
Rev. l~~Ir. Gwinep 
H 
~~e Right Han. the Earl of Hopetoun 
The Right Hon. Lord Havv~e 
Right Hon. Dowager countess of 
Huntington 
Thomas Half, Esq. 
fir. Haley 





1Vir. William ~-Iepburn 
11~r. J. Hibbert 
11~r. Jacob Hlgn~an 
~ it Richard Hill, dart. 
.Rev. Nor. Rowland dill 
Miss Hill 
captain Jahn Hills, Royal Navy 
Ed~m~und Hill, Esq. 
The Reverend Mr. Edward Hoare 
William Hodges 
~.everend ~lr. John Holmes 
Mr. ~~artin Hopkins 
11ftr. T~ona~as H+~Well 
1Vlr. R.. Huntley 
~lr. J. Hunt 




Mr. T. W. J, Esq. 
~r~r. James Jackson 
11~r. John Jacl~son 
Mr. Reverend Jan~.es 
11r1rs. Anne Jugs 
Mr. Johnson 
~lrs. Johnson 
Mr. 'WiHian~ Jones 
Thonr~as Irving, Esq. 
11~r. ~l'illian~. Justins 
The Right Hoy, Lord bird 
William Mendell, Esq. 
fir. 'William. I~etland 
Mr. Edward ~g 
Mr. Thon~~s ~gston 
Reverend I~r. K.ippis 
l~~r. William Kitchener 
Mr. John K:.night 
L, 
The Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of 
London 
~r~r. John Laisne 
Mr. Lacl~ington 
i1~r. John Lamb 
Bennet L~u~.gton, Esq. 
1V~r. S. Lee 
11!lr. 'Walter Lewis 
Mr. J. Lewis 
Mr. J. Lindsey 
Mr. T. Litchfield 
Edward Lovedon, Lovedon, Esq. I~I.P. 
Charms Loyd, Esq. 
iVlr. William Loyd 
Mr. J.B. Lucas 
~lr. Jan~►es Lul~.en 
Henry Lyte, Esq. 
1Vlrs. Lyon 
M 
His Crrace the Duke of Maziborough 
His Grace the Duke of Montague 
The Right Hon. Lord Mtllgrave 
Sir Herbert Maek~vorth, Bart. 
fir Ch~~rles Middleton, Bart. 
Lady ~~iddleton 
Mr. Tho~n~as l~~aeklane 
Mr. Cr~'orge Marken 
Jaarnes Martin, Esq. M.P. 
Master Martin, ofMayes-Grove, Dent 
Mr. Wil~~m l~~~ssey 
Mr. Joseph IVlassingha~m 
John 11~i'~nt~sh, Esq. 
Pant i.eMesurier, Esq. M.P. 
Mr. Jaynes Newborn 
Mr. N. Middleton 
T. Mitchell, Esq. 
Mrs. Montague 
1Vliss Hannah More 
Mr. George Morrison 
Thomas Morris, Esq. 
1~~iss Morris 
lVlon-is 1Vlorga~ , Esq. 
His G race the Dube of Northhuniberland 
Captain Nurse 
Edward Ogle, Esq. 
Jar~.es C~gle~ Esq. 
1~obert t~liver, Esq. 
P 
l~~rlr. D. Parker 
Mr. W. Parker 
Mr. Richard Packer, jn.n. 
1V~r. Parsons 
Mr. Jaarnes Pearse 
Mr. J. Pearson 
J. Penn., Esq. 
~Jeorge Peters, Esq. 
Mr. W. Phillips 
J. Phillips, Esq. 
l~lxs. Pickard 
lVlr. Charles Pilg~~~. 
The I-~on. George Pitt, M.P. 
7~ 
1~1r. Thon~a.s Paoley 
Patrick Pager, Esq. 
I~~r. Michael Pager 
Joseph Pratt., Esq. 
4 
Robert Quarme, Esq. 
R. 
The Right Hon. Lard R.agdon 
T`he ~ht Hon. Lard Rivers 
Lieutenant Creneral Rainsford 
Reverend James i~~~rnsey 
iVirs. S. Rern~~t 
1~!~r. Willi.~~rn Richards 
11rIr. J. ~. Rc~barts 
iVfr. James Roberts 
Dr. Robinson. 
~r~r. Rabinsan 
~lr. C. ~.obinson 
Greorge Rase, Esq. M.P. 
l~!lr. W. Ross 
Mr. ~'t~Villia~n Rouse 
Mr. 'Waiter Row 
S 
His brace the Dike of St. ~lban's 
Her Car e the Duchess of St. A.lban's 
The Right ~Zeverend the L©rd Bishop► of 
St. David's 
T`he Right H+on. Sari of shape 
The Right Hon. Earl Scarboro►ugl~ 
William, the son of Ignatius Sandra 
Mrs. Mary ~~~n Sandiford 
lair. Wiiiiarn sawyer 
~!lr. Tho~rnas Seddvx~ 
'~. Sev~rard, Esq. 
Reverend 11r~r. Thomas Scott 
Granville sue,  Esq. 
Captain Sidney smith, of the Royal Navy 
Ca~anel Sin~.coe 
Mr. John Simco 
general Smith 
Jahn. Smith, Esq. 
lV~r. +~eorge Smith 
Mr. William. smith 
Reverend Mr. Sautiigate 
~~r. William Starkey 
Thomas steel, Esq. M.P. 
Mr. Maples Steare 
Nlr. Jaseph Stewardsan 
~~r. Henry Stave 
Jahn Syn~.~nans 
T 
Hex~~c-y Thornton, Esq, M.P. 
Mr. Alexander Tharnsan, M.D►. 
Reverend John. Till 
Mr. Samuel Tov~nly 
Mr. Daniel Trinder 
Reverend Mr. ~. La Trabe 
Clement Tudway, Esq. 
Mrs. Twisden 
I7 
Mr. M. Underwood 
V 
~~r. John. Vaughn 
Mrs. Wendt 
~~ 
'the F.i~~t ~.evere~d t~.e ~.vr~~ ~is~op of 
'the Hoy.. '~~l~~a~ '~d~~~r~, ~s~. ~,~', 
~~'. ~. ~. ~.t~. T'Li111 
~~`. ~3et~~~e c~~11e 
ft)S1i~ e~.,~;e'V~t'1t1C~., ~sC~. 
~.evere~.d ~~r. John. ~V`esley 
1~ . Jy ~U~.eb~e 
aa:~~xe~ ~'~.~t~~ea~., s~q. .~', 
Re~re~end l~r~r. T~io~~as ~igzel~ 
l~~r. . ~ilsc~n 
i~.evexen ~~r. Wi~~s 
~~r. ~"honr.~s '~ .se~t 
~1!ir. ~~li~ Winchester 
Jahn Wo ilaston, ~sq. 
l~~r. ~ .rles ~T~oQ~.s 
~►►r.~x. Joseph. `ooc~s 
l~~r, ~. ~g~t 
l~~r. ~`~.o~s ~'oong 
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